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PREFACE 

_ _ This report was prepared by Dr. D.W. Smith, Environmental Engineer, 
.G.A. Smith,. Geologist. Dr. J. McCaslin Brown, ·Geologist, R.L. Schraeder, 
Geologist, and L .. Kosikowski, Geologist, of R&M Consultants, Inc~, 
Anchorage, Alaska, for the U.S •. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineer
ing Laboratory (USACRREL). 

The study was funded under DA Project 4A762730AT42, Design, Con- . 
struction and Operations Technology for Cold Regions~ T~sk A3,_ Facilities 
Technology; Work Unit 009, Water Supply in Cold Regi6ns. 

Project monitor for this report was R.S. Sletten, who along with 
S.C. Reed and S.A. Arcane of CRREL, reviewed the .technical content of the 
report. CRREL Editori~l Reviewer, Ms. Mona McDonald~ reviewed the docu
ment and contributed many valuable comments and suggestions. 

The contents of this report are not to be used for adverti~ing or 
promotional purposes. Cit~tion 6f brand names does not constitute an 
~fficial endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
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I. SUMMARY 

As part of a study by the U. S. Army Cold Regions Rese.~rc:h: '·and 

Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), this report is a compilation 0f current 

literature on existing techniques which could be utilized · ih the.· rapid 

location of water sources for field· camp use· in ,. permafrost regions. 

Literature references are presented iri the bibliography with ari abstract 

· included for each citation. 

·· After ·.a review of the· literature cited herein, ·three· techniques were 

se·lected· as being· the· most feasible for the subject. tas·k. · These, three 

· te·cfnilques,. radiohm ·. electrical resistivity, magnetic . induction ~lectrical 

::: ·1 resistivity ··and ·ground pro~ing radar 1 are discussed in detail in this 

'" 
1rep6rt~ ·No absolute ··rating system was utilized for making th1:! selec~ 

L·tio'ns .·- However, the major tf:!chniques were chosen mainly on the. basis 

·:''···of accuracy and· reliability o'f results. Also considered were·- the;· field 

.. <>pci-'rtabilit')r ·of instruments, tile suitability of the techniques. for· small 

'>'scare· !Operation 1 _.. and the ability Of investigatOrS tO make field ·eValU

atiOnS of the results without time consuming office' processin·g or· mathe

matical analysis. 

Other techniques may be usable; however, their lim.itations were con

sidered too ~reat to recommend their use except in special circum

stances. For instance, satellite imagery has proven useful on a 

regional basis for the determination of permafrost areas and it might be 

useful in selecting sites for field camps. But as a tool for· locating 

water sources in a limited area, it is not· a viable technique. These 

less suitable techniques are briefly reviewed in this report. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Purpose: ... The purpos~. of this study is to evaluate existing techniques 

which might provide rapid. detection of water sources beneath snow 

and/or ice in arctic regions, to provide an annotated bibliography on 

. the, subject~ and to recommend which of the many techniques se~em_ to 

warrant_ further -~_tudy and development. Short· term field .camps located 

in arctic regions often have major problems in develop_ing a water sup

ply because of the permafrost conditions which generally prevail. 

Previously, .. subsurface water and partly frozen surface water. co.uld 

usually be detected only by exploratory drilling in areas which would 

·· most. log.ically contain unfrozen water. The use of detection techniques 

which could facilitate the selection of drill sites would greatly reduce 

tt:le time and. expense required to develop an adequate water supply for 

a field camp. In .recent years many new techniques have been devel

oped and perfected which could be utilized to that end. Some have 

· proven useful in arctic hydrological investigations, but many have not 

been employed to any great extent in this type of study, though they 

may be adaptable to such use. 

This study attempts to consolidate as much published information as 

.· possible on techniques which have been used or_ which could be utilized 

for the detection .9f potential water -sowrces covered by snow and/or ice 

._in the winter in arctic regions. 

Study .. Approach: An attempt was made in preparing ·this study to 

collect relevant . references from ·as many varied sources as possible. 
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··The ,initial .. effort involved a computer search uti I izing a cross-section of 

major data bases .avail.able in . the. NOAA computer research system .. :In 

conjunction with this effort, contacts were made by mail with known 

researchers, certain federal, state· and provincial agencies, research 

laboratories and universities with arctic or geophysical d+visions. In 

addition, CRREL ·subject .indexes from ·1969 - 1978 were>searched. From 

this base the search broadened rapidly as responses .were received and 

reference lists from collected articles were checked for related publica

tions. The final list of relevant citations, presented in the form of 

annotated bibliographic references, is contained in t~is r.eport~>' Each 

reference was classified as Interest Level I, 2 or 3. This grouping was 

/-an·. attempt by· the reviewers to show a relative degree of pertinence: ·for 

··each citation. ·.-·.Interest Level I ·is the most releva·nt for lhe purpos·e, of 

. this. study.· 1 >' 

:. Ill.·· MOST £FFECTI VE TECHNIQUES. ..t ,' 

-·. ·'"' 
. ; ~ : ~ 

Water sources in the Arctic occur according to the. same geological and 

,.~;hydrological·· principles pr:evailing-; in temperate regi·ons/ However\··; the 

.preva.lent . subfr.eezing temperatures· ·in the Arctic restrict the amounts 

and . locations._. of water· Lf;dthe .. +iqui'd: ·state-.' . )"fhe~··distr-ibution ·of· perma

·. J ros t ( p ere n n i a II y Jrozen g rou ·nd )·1' cl h:d''- se-a~sori a I ::~ f'ro st'1·· re;stricts: -:tlie< · tH s

trhbution and flow of groundwater :-and sur.fac·e water~:> ;The·r:efbre:j.;)the 

search-:for w·ater supplies in the permafr.ost regions of· the ·Arcti'c -'con.;. 

· .sists ·or, the search for sources ·of groundwater or surface ·water· which 

will remain unfrozen throughout the year~ 
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Several surface geophysical 'techniques rapidly provide 'data whicti allow 

the definition of unfrozen sources of water. These techniques include: 

Radiohm Electrical Resistivity 

. Wavetilt Electrical Resistivity 

. . Magnetic Induction Electrical Resistivity 

Ground Probing Radar 

Infrared Imagery 

Radiohm Electrical Resistivity 

The radiohm method utilizes radio frequencies .in the VLF (15-25 kHz) 

and LF (300-415 kHz) bands. Vertically polarized radio waves gener

ated by military and time standard VLF stations, and navigational aid 

LF transmitters are used. The VLF stations are extremely powerful and1 

at distances of approximately 1000 Km and greater, radiowaves reflected 

from the ionosphere are used. 

The small hand • held ·models EMI6 and EM32 built by Geonics Ltd. are 

receivers used to compare the horizontal earth tangential components of 

the .electric and magnetic field with each other. The amp I itude of this 

comparison allows the determination· of an apparent resistivity of the 

subsurface materials while the phase difference between the components 

gives information on the resistivity .gradient with ·depth. Operating 

temperature range is. -40° to 50°C. The effective depth of the investi

gation is related to soil resistivity and frequency with lower frequencies 

giving greater penetration. Reading time of the instrument ranges from 

10-40 seconds. 

-4-
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· Wavetilt Electrical .Resistivity I''_/ 

::._ __ ; .· ·:; 

<·An airborne system termed E -PHASE has (been 1 developed:: by~; B.arri.nger 

Research, Ltd. This unit measures the field strength of the ,horizontal 

electric component of the propagated wave whi~h is in phase quadrature 

·t@:),,,the vertical electric ;component. · Measurements':o'f the:i quadrature 

'./horizontal electric field strength• are related to, .the: .. total horizontal field 

·.strength· and .can -be used to· derive a 'good approximation of the forward 

tiJt<of·:--·the· electric. vector-.- This forward tilt is·. related to .g_roun--d resis

tivity and thus the measurement enables estimates of ground resistivity 

to be made .down to the skin depth of penetration of the radio waves. 

:'::LJrrit:s··· using broadcast·,band LF.:and VLF frequencies .'simultaneously ... have 

';been ·used. The pertetration depth va·ries for both fre:quencies· and:'·in 

the: overlap zone layering· .effects-can be more readily eva·loatedr:<>Sig:r:>~al 

~penetration for .. the broadcast band< is-.1Q.·;ft.,·to>.100.·ft~J'and;for·Vt~F it is 

50 ft. ·to 500 ft. . ~ :· .i > ·, ... :) , ..... ,:::;i:.~ 

' .. : ~.' .. ; . :; ~~~-. • . . . r' . 

Magnetic- I nducti:on' :Eie:ctri:cal Resistivity.' ··: .. :;);.,;· .. 

. ; ~· 

The magnetic induction electrical:·:··!resistl~?ityr:··,;;techhiq:w;e~·calsb ::::tErr:med 

dipole-dipole inductive coupling_, uses a self-contained instrument; that 

is, a signal is transmitted by one loop dipole atftt~nJi~t~.>~tt<:L~ re.~~~.V.~~<:L'.by 

the second dipole. In the case of the EM31, built by Geonics Ltd., the 

· dipoles are horizontally coplan'ar- and sepa•rated by :a fixed •di'stance· of 

3. 6 m. The. transmitted signal·· induces a· primary- ·magnetic fie'ld · and 

also induces current flow, .. in • the. ground whf<::h induces a :secondary 

magnetic field. The received: sig.na-1 · .. ·rs ·the -'sum of the :primary field and 

.-s.:. 



the secondary· field, which has both in phase and quadrature phase 

components·, with. respect to the primary field. The resistivity of the 

· ground is determined from the quadrature phase component of the ratio 

of secondary to· primary fields. 

The depth of exploration is determined primarily by the earth resis

tivity and the separation of the two dipoles and is less affected by 

frequency than • the radiom method. For the EM31, the depth of explora

tion is approximately 7 to 10 m. and reading time is approximately .1 

second. 

The EM34 built by. Geonics Ltd .. uses two dipoles that can be separated 

by either 15 m. or 30 m. In this manner the depth of penetration will 

be approximately 10 m. or 25 m. respectively. It is understood that a· 

newer version of the EM34 may allow a third spacing to provi~e greater 

penetration and that other units operating at diff_erent frequencies are 

being developed. Reading time of these two instruments ranges from 10 

to 100 sec. The magnetic induction unit is particularly sensitive in· the 

low resistivity· range, making the unit applicable for determining thaw 

zones in conductive permafrost terrain. 

Ground Probing Radar 

Very high frequency (VHF) impulse radar has been used for probing 

structure and distribution of electric properties in permafrost. The 

radar signals are sensitive to the differences between electrical pro

perties of frozen and thawed ground which are related to the physical 

-6-
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state of the moisture content. _ These differel1c~s a~~-' prlma.rily ~effe;iHed 

in the dielectric polarization of the soil.· the -'contrastin-g dieie'c'ef·lcs 

cause sufficient changes in l'ada·r rett..J-~n-.s to allow ~cc-urate delr~:~~~~ion 

of these two different· conditioris. 
-~--

A radar ~y-stem dev~loped by Geophysical ·sur.yey 'syst~'ms, r~-c~ (GSSI) 

and . using separate transmit and receive antennas has be~n ~u-cce.ssfully 

te~i~'d · in locating thawed ar·eas in permafrost terra-in.- ·Two impu,lse 

duration times are available. The 2.:.n·s impulse system c~~':p~ovide high 

res~t~tion informatio~ from shallow depths of 3 to. 5 m.: . . The ·1o:..ns 
., ' 

impulse system gives less resolution to considerably great'er depth. A 

recently developed GSSI unit which is currently being tested is compact 

and can be hand carried. It utilizes a 21-·n·s · burst'· at· a center fre-

quency of 100 MHz. 
; -~ .• : ,. . 

Impulse radars require no ground contact, are usually towed on a sled 

and· can continuously provide data which is relat-iv~ly e-,~-sy to (n{~rpret. 

Airbo'rne impulse radar units have been ' used f~~1 :;~oni'torin:g ··sea.:. ice 

thiCkness for some time. The technique has airborne- ·:·-~apability lf the 
:: ~-~ .. 

mapping · geofog.ic structure and electrical .pro-perti~s of. system . for 
. . . "> :! ; • . . : ;;, l'(,. ·' ; -~· . ,., 

permafrost can be adequately r·efined to employ it. 
:·',;;. 

Infrared 1 magery 
:.··-

H-igh altlfude thermal infrared imagery has been ~~e'd to'rn~·p, 'pe1;.ma::f~ost 

. ,. on a regiori~al basis and 'extensf~e mapping of sea- ice" :h.·a~-! be~n -done 

with ·; R st:aru1ers. 1 nfrared techniques hav~ the .. ~dvanta'ge ~r: b.eing 

-7-



used in an airborne mode which is very desirable in remote northern 
1 : • • . • • : . 

areas. The only documented use of I R Scanners _for w~ter supply 

studies has been in the determination of partly _frozen fresh water 

lakes. A zone of unfrozen water produces a thermal effect at the 

surface which has sufficient magnitude to be measurable by· airborne 

equ_ipment. I R Scanning has ·the potential for quick efficient surveys to 

determine the . surface effect of subsurface thermal conditions. Studies 

have not _as yet been made to ascertain how successfully the imag.ery 

could be evaluated for the occurence of potenti~l water sources, but it 

might prove useful! in. making an inventory of existing or probable 

sources prior to the actual need. 

IV. OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Seismic Refraction 

Seismic refraction systems ~ave long beeri the. most commonly . used 

· methods for permafrost investigations. The system records layers of 

increasing velocity. The relative comparison of velocities indicates 

depth to permafrost and extent of _permafr~st without the requirement of. 

boreholes for velocity control as in seismic reflection studies. Refrac-

tion methods can be used to map permafrost in discontinuous zones and 

can detect steeply dipping subsurface boundaries. In thawed areas the 

zone of saturation acts as a refractor and the water table can sometimes 

be recognized seismically. The primary limitation of the refraction 

method is that it only records layers- having. velocities higher than those 

in overlying layers. .The method is able to determine_ the_ depth to 

-8-
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permafrost beneath unfrozen soils; however, one meter of s~asonal frost 

. restricts the. effective use, so in many cases the method cannot be ·used 

for winter time. investigations. · Although a series of individually isola

ted spreads can be effective and ·the involvement of person.ne-1' and 

equipment is considerably less than· for reflection profiles> t-he tim~ and 
- - . . -

expehse of field layout and data interpretation make this techniql.te only 

marginally suitable fqr the s;cope of work· being· considered - i.n this 

study. 

Probe Resistivity 

Contrasts in resistivity between active layers and permafrost are 

usually high, enabling this technique_ to be used ·to· identify- permafrost 

- boundaries and thawed zones within permafrost areas. Several varia-
. • -·· • ' . ··. ;-. . . - ., I 

tions of probe placement are used I e.g. I Stht'Umb~rger'; and' Wenner I 

and all have proven -effective wh~n, emp.la'ced. in th-awed- su-~fac·e· :'soi Is. 

However I problems with probe-s'oil contact ~es,ista'nce mak~ this method 

difficult-. to' use' In frozen grou'nd.. Additionall--y·,-- 'it -';5 much siOWE:!r than 

the non-conta-ct· EM techniques. and is le~s efficie~:t. tha~ .other a<r~-ilable 

Mag·netotelluric Surveys 

This metho9 utilizes the same principles as the Radiohm method·:· but at 

frequencies generally from 1 Hz to 10 kHz. These frequencies are 

generated by telluric currents which are naturally occurring currents 

-9-



that· are .induced by distant lightning di,scharges. Sensitive.. m_agnetotel-
• . • ..J • • . 1 ~ 

. . 

Iurie instruments detect the currents and thei_r associated magnetic 
. " . •. . . 

fields and provide a resistivity technique which has not been exten-

sively used. To date the only magne~oteUuric hydrology studie.s have 

been reconnaissance investigations. of large basins. Model.ipg is 

required for interpretation of the coll~cted . data. The technique has 

been effective using a simple two-layer model consisting of electrically 

resistive permafrost over less resistive nonfrozen material. The base of 

the permafrost is readily discernible in flat or gently sloping terrain, 

and the technique could be utilized when drilling for sub-permafrost 

waters is required. 

· Microwave Radiometry 

Remote sensin~ using the microwave portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum has .. seen considerable use in monitoring environmental condi-

tions. ·In related uses,. microwave radiometry has been experimented 

with for soil moisture mapping, snow cover m~pping. and sea-ice thick

ness measurements. Subsurface microwave emissions are often screened 

by surface featur~s. This limitation must be overcome by the develop-

ment of more refined radiative transfer models and mathematical models 

for surface roughness before the technique can be effectively used. 

Magnetic Surveys 

·Magnetic surveys have been used to a minor de~ree for hydrogeologic 

studies. However, in arctic regions where groundwater occurrence is 

-10-
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controlled by permafrost conditions rather than by the magnetic chara_c

teristics of aquifers, magnetic surveys are not a viable technique. 

Gravity Profiling 

Gravimetric surveys have bef~n successful in locating· massive ·ice occur

rences in permafrost areas where topographic characteristics indicated a 

possible occurrence and where borehole data were available. Subsur

face conditions in most northern areas are not well known and there is 

very little information available for modeling and interpreting gravity 

data. As a result, the gravimeter as a preliminary and independent 

tool for use in permafrost hydrologic investigations is very limited. 

Satellite Remote Sensing 

ERTS-1 imagery provides an excellent tool for delineating permafrost on 

a regional basis, but for site specific hydrological investigations -of the 

type envisioned in this study, it is not considered suitable. 

Seismic Reflection 

Seismic reflection is the primary geophysical exploratory technique of 

the petroleum industry. In comparison to the readily portable· first

arrival-time refraction seismic devices, the somewhat more sophisticated 

equipment used, the borehole control required and the relative difficul

ty of interpreting the data put this technique outside the scale of the 

projects considered here. 

-11-



Side-Looking Airborne Radar 

Side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) has been shown capable of record

ing differences in . soil moisture content and of differentiating .:fresh 

water lakes with only an ice cover from those frozen to the bottom and 

from brackish lakes. This technique would enable searchers to quickly 

search large areas and identify any lakes which might supply quantities 

of fresh water. Additionally, it appears that SLAR might be able to 

locate unfrozen zones beneath thin seasonal frost or possibly unfrozen 

areas beneath snow ·cover. It appears that this technique might be 

worth further investigation. 

V. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

An annotated bi~liography of all references located during this study is 

contained in an appendix. The references are organized alphabetically 

by author and each contains a summary of the cited work. The inter~ 

est I eve I shown for each. reference ranges from I to 3, with Level I 

indicating the highest relative interest, or degree of pertinence,· for 

this study. The first part of the two part number next to th~ r.efer

ence is a consecutive numerical listing of the 77 references. The 

second portion of the number is the interest I eve I for that reference. 

This number is the index reference number used in the Keyword Index 

to identify each reference. 

-12-
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VI. KEYWORD INDEX 

The alphabetical keyword index which follows the bibliography includes, 

for each listing, the index number of the reference and the keywords 

pertaining to the reference. The two-part index number consists of a . 

consecutive numerical listing for the 77 references and ·the· interest 

level 1 which is indicated by the last ·figure. The refere·nces are 

repeated alphabetically for each of the keywords associated with them. 

The keywords have been selected by the authors or 1 in some cases, 

were taken from keyword listings which occur with the publications. 
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Electrical prospecting 
Electrical resistivity, Geophysical, Structural geology, 
Subsurface investigations, Aerial s11;rvey, Allagash, Maine 
Electrical resistiv~ty, Geological surveys, Soil surveys, 
Subsurface investigation, Aerial surveys, Allagash, Maine 
Electromagnetic survey, Dielectric properties, Permafrost 
delineation · 
Electromagnetic survey, Groundwater detection, Hydrogeology, 
Magnetotelluri survey, Resistivity survey 
Electromagnetic survey, Sea ice thickness, Remote sensing 
Electromagnetic testing, Inductive coupling, LF radiohm, 
Permafrost detection 
Freshwater ice thickness, Radar sensing, Remote sensing 
Frozen ground resistivity, Resistivity values, Seismic velo
cities 
Fox ice tunnel, Copper River Basin; Magnetic Induction, LF 
radiowave, VLF radiowave, Test sites 
Geoelectritity, Permafrost thickness, Electrical prospecting,. 
Electrical resistivity · 
Geological surveys, Soil survey, Aerial surveys, Electrical 
resistivity 
Geological surveys, Soil survey, Aerial surveys, Allagash, 
Maine, Electrical resistivity 
Geophysical methods, Permafrost mapping, Groundwater pre
diction 
Geophysical techniqties, Permafrost 
Geophysics, Structural geology, Subsurface investigations, 
Aerial surveys, Allagash, Maine, Electrical resistivity 
Glacial deposits, Permafrost thickness,· Seismic refract.ion, 
Seismic velocity 
Glacier, Radio echo 
Glacier snow, Sea ice, Radar imagery 
Gravel investigation, Airborne resistivity, E-PHASE 
Gravity anomalies, Aquifer location, Groundwater determina
tion, Hydrogeology 
Gravity profiling, Groundwater detection, Permafrost delinea
tion 
Ground probing radar, Permafrost 
Ground resistivity, Airborne resistivity, Permafrost 
Ground temperature, Permafrost, Groundwater 
Groundwater, Aquifer, Surface resistivity 
Groundwater, Aquifer location, Radiowave, Electrical resis
tivity 
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-Keywords 

, Groundwater, Electrical resistivity, Permafrost, Seismic re
fraction, Seismic reflection 
Groundwater, Ground temperature, Permafrost 
Groundwater, Icings, Permafrost, Water resources 
Groundwater, Infrared, Hydrogeology 
Groundwater, Infrared imagery, Snow and ice melt 
Groundwater, Pollution, Resistivity contrasts 
Groundwater, Subsurface geology, Permafrost, Landforms 
Groundwater detection, Electromagnetic survey, Hydrogeology, 

.Magnetotelluric survey, Resistivity survey 
Groundwater detection, Gravity profiling, Permafrost delinea-
tion 
Groundwater determination, Aquifer location, Gravity anoma
lies, Hydrogeology 
Groundwater determination, Hydrogeologic mapping, Seismic 
~eflection, Seismic refraction 
Groundwater determination, Hydrogeology, Magnetic surveys 
Groundwater in permafrost, Seismic refraction, Resistivity 
survey 

·Groundwater prediction, Permafrost mapping, Geophysical meth
ods 
Heat transfer 
Holographic survey, Satellite, Permafrost 
Hydrogeologic mapping, Groundwater determination, Seismic 
reflection, Seismic refraction 
Hydrogeology, Aquifer location, Gravity anomalies, Groundwater 
determination 
Hydrogeology, Electromagnetic survey, Groundwater detection, 
Magnetotelluric survey, Reaistivity survey 
Hydrogeology, Groundwater determination, Magnetic surveys 
Hydrogeology, Infrared, Grouridwater 
Infrared imagery, Permafrost, Sea ice, Water supply 
Infrared, Sea ice·thickness, Heat transfer 
Ice, Airborne survey, Impulse radar 
Ice, Images, Lakes, Permafrost, Thaw lakes, Arctic coastal 
plain, Alaska 
Ice, Images, Lakes, Side-looking radar, Thickness 
Ice thickness, Remote sensing, Water content, Infrared imagery 
Infrared imagery, Remote sensing, Ice thickness, Water content 
Infrared imagery, Groundwater, Snow and ice melt 

·Inductive coupling, Electromagnetic testing, LF radiohm, 
Permafrost detection 
Ice thickness, Remote sensing, Lake ice 
Infrared imagery, Springs 
Imaging radar, Air photos, Permafrost, Soil moisture 
Images, Lakes, Permafrost, Thaw lakes, Arctic coastal plain, 
Alaska 
Impulse radar, Ice, Airborne survey 
Ice thickness, Remote sensing, Permafrost, Terrain analysis 
Ice thickness, Echo sounding, Remote sensing 
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38-2 
50-2 
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Keywords 

Ice thickness, Microwave radiometry 
Ice detection, Remote sensing, Road-icing 
Icings, Groundwater, Permafrost, Water resources 
Lake ice, Radar, Permafrost detection, Permafrost structure 
Lake ice, Remote sensing, Ice thickness 
Lakes, Permafrost, Thaw lakes, Arctic coastal plain, Alaska; 
Ice, Images 
takes, Side-looking radar, Thickness, Ice, Images ; 
Landforms, Subsurface geology, Permafrost, Groundwater 
LF-radiohm, Electromagnetic testing, Inductive coupling, 
Permafrost detection 
LF radiowave, VLF radiowave, Test sites, Fox ice tunnel, 
Copper River Basin, Magentic induction 
Images, Lakes, Side-looking radar, Thickness, Ice 
LF-radiohm, Permafrost, Magnetic induction 
Magnetic induction, Permafrost, LF-radiohm 
Magnetic induction, LF radiowave, VLF radiowave, Test sites, 
Fox ice tunnel, Copper River Basin 
Magnetic surveys, Groundwater determination, Hydrogeology 
Magnetotellurics, EN sounding, Permafrost . 
Magnetotelluric survey, Electromagnetic survey, Groundwater. 
detection, ·Hydrogeology, Resistivity survey 
Massive ice, Radar impulses, EM sounding, Permafrost detection 
Microwave radiation, Radiometry, Remote sensing 
Microwave radiometry, Ice thickness 
Oceanographic equipment, Acoustic measurement,. Sea ice, 
Soundwaves 
Overburden depth, Radio wave, Electrical parameters 
Permafrost, Airborne resistivity 
Permafrost, Airborne resistivity, Ground resistivity 
Permafrost, Air photos, Imaging radar, Soil moisture 
Permafrost, Bedrock detection, Seismic studies 
Permafrost, Electrical resistivity, Groundwater, Seismic 
refraction, Seismic reflection 
Permafrost, Electrical (DC) resistivity, Seismic refraction: 
Permafrost, Electrical resist.ivity, Seismic refraction, Water 
supply 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost; 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 

.Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 
Permafrost, 

EM sounding, Computer assistance 
EM sounding, Magnetotellutics 
EM sounding, Resistivity 
Geophysical techniques 
Ground probing radar 
Ground temperature, Groundwater _ .. 
Groundwater, Icings, Water. r_e~o.urc~.s/ ,,··~ 
Holographic survey, Sa telli t:e·! , .· ~ ·,, 
Infrared imagery, Sea ice~ Wate·-~ ~upply 
Magnetic indu~tion, LF radiohm .. , 
Massive ice, Airborne infrared ... 

. '""{ 

Remote sensing, Ice thickness, Terrain analysis 
Resistivity (DC) 
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Keywords 

Permafrost, Resistivity survey, Seawater resistivity, Dielec
tric properties 
Permafrost, Seismic detonation 
Permafrost, Seismic refraction, Seismic reflection 
Permafrost, Seismic refraction, Seismic velocities 
Permafrost, Seismic velocities 
Permafrost, Seismic velocity, Seismic refraction, Seismic 
reflection 
Permafrost, Subsurface geology, Landforms, Groundwater 
Permafrost, Thaw lakes, Arctic coastal plain, Alaska, Ice, 
Images, Lakes 
Permafrost, Delineation, Dielectric properties, Electromag-
netic survey · 
Permafrost delineation, Gravity profiling, Groundwater detec
.tion 
Permafrost detection, Electromagnetic testing, Inductive 
coupling, LF radiohm 
Permafrost detection, Massive ice, Radar impulse, EM sounding 
Permafrost detection, Permafrost. structure, Lake ice, Radar 
Permafrost distribution, Satellite, Terrain identification 
Permafrost mapping, Groundwat~r prediction, Geophysical meth-
ods 
Permafrost structure, Lake ice, Radar, Permafrost detection 
Permafrost studies, Radar echoes 
Permafrost studies, Resistivity, Seismic refraction 
Permafrost thickness, Geoelectricity, Electrical prospecting~ 
Electrical resistivity 
Permafrost thickness, Glacial deposits, Seismic refraction, 
Seismit velocity 
Pollution, Groundwater, Resistivity contrasts -
Radar, Permafrost detectio~, Permafrost structute, Lak~ ice 
Radar echoes, Permafrost structure 
Radar imagery, Sea ice, Glacier snow 
Radar impulse, Massive ice, EM sounding, Permafrost ·detection 
Ra·dar· sensi_ng, Remote sensing, Freshwater ice thickness· 
Radio echo, Glaciers 
Radiometry, Microwave radiation; Remote sensing 
Radio wave, Electrical parameters, Overburden depth 
Radio wave, Electrical resistivity, Groundwater, Aquifer 
location 
Radio wave, echo sounding, Electrical properties of ice and 
water 
Remote sensing, Freshwater ice thickness, Radar sensing 
Remote sensing, 
Remote sensing, 
Remote sensing, 
Remote sensing, 
Remote serisiilg, 
Remote sensing, 
Remote sensing, 

Ice thickness, Water content, Infrared imagery 
Microwave radiation, Radiometry · 
Ice thickness, Lake ice 
Temperature difference, Thermal imagery 
Sea ice thickness, electromagnetic survey 
Ice thickness, Permafrost, Terrain analysis 
Echo sounding, Ice thickness 
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Keywords 

Remote sensing, Road-icing, Ice detection 
Resistivity, EM sounding, Permafrost 
Resistivity, Permafrost studies, Sei~mic refractioQ 
Resistivity contrasts, Groundwater, Pollution 
Resistivity (DC), P·~rmafrost 
Resistivity survey, Seismic refraction, Groundwat~r in perma
frost 
Resisti~ity survey, Seawater resistivity, Diel~ctric proper~ 
ties, Permafrost 
Resistivity survey, Electromagnetic survey, Groundwater de~ec
tion, Hydrogeology, Magnetotelluric survey 
Resistivity values, Frozen ground resistivity, Seismic veloci
ties 
Road icing, Remote sensing, Ice detection 
Satellite, Terrain identification, Permafrost distribution 
Satellite, Holographic survey, Permafrost 
Sea ice, Radar imagery, Glacier snow 
Sea ice, VLF radio waves 
Sea ice, Aco~stic measurement, Oceanographic equipment, Sound· 
waves 
Sea ice, Infrared image~y, Permafrost, Water supply 
Sea ice thickness, Radiowave 
Sea ice thickness, Infrared, Heat tran~fer 

.. $ea ice thickness, Remote sensing, Electromagnetic survey 
Seawater resistivity, Resistivity survey, Dielectric proper-
ties, Permafrost · - · · 
Siesmic reflection, Seis~ic velocity, Seismic refraction, 
Permafrost 
Seismic detonation, Permafrost 
Seismic ~efleciion, Seismic refraction, Permafrost 
Seismic: refle-ction, Groundwater determina·t:lon, Hydrogeologic 
m.~pping ,. Seismic refraction 
·s~eismic refraction, Electrical resistivity, Permafrost, Water 
supply 
Seismic retraction, Permafrost ·studies, Resistiv_ity 
Seismic refraction, Resistivity survey, Groundwater ~n perma
frost. 
Seismic refraction, Permafrost, Electrical (DC) resistivity 
Seismic refraction 
Seismic- refraction, Electrical resistivity, Groundwater, 
Permafrost, Seismic reflection 
Seismic refraction, Permafrost, Seismic velocities 
Seismic refraction, Glacial deposits, Permafrost 'thickness, 
Seismic velocity 
Seismic refraction, Seismic velocity, Seismic reflection, 
Permafrost 
Seismic refraction, Seismic reflection, Permafrost 
Seismic refraction, Groundwater det~rmination, Hydrogeologic 
mapping; Seismic reflection 
Seismi~ studies, Bedrock detection, Permafrost 
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R'EFERENCE'Ol-1 

Keywords 
Seismic refraction, Water supply, Permafrost, Electrica_l resistivity. 

Technique. 
Seismic refraction, Electrical resistivity 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Ackerman, H., 1976, Geophysical prospecting for groundwater in Alaska: U.S. 
Geol. Survey, Earthquake Information Bulletin, vol. 8, No. 2, p. 18-20. 

Description 
This is a brief article which outlines the use of seismic refraction and elec
trical resistivity to locate subsurface zones of lower seismic velocity and 
electrical resistivity. These zones are likely water reservoirs~ 

Availability 
U.S. Geological Survey, Arlington, VA 22202 

REFERENCE 02-2 

Keywords 
Terrain identification, Permafrost distribution, Satellite 

Technique 
Satellite, photo interpretation 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Anderson, D. M., 1972, Delineation of permafrost boundaries and hydrologic 
relationships: U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laborato.ry, 
ERTS-1 Symposium Proceedings, Greenbelt, Maryland 1972. 

Description 
The analysis of the Koyukuk-Kobuk River area from the ERTS-1 MSS color 
composite was performed by a team consisting of geographer, geologist, soils 
scientist, and hydrologist.· Information was obtained concerning vegetation 
density and species composition, surficial geology units and five categories 
of permafrost. The latter included bedrock and colluvium, scattered /taltks, 
dissected alluvial deposits, active floodplains, abandoned floodplains, and 
alluvial-colluvial deposits; and the characteristics of each. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 03-1 

Keywords 
Permafrost, Ground probing radar 

Technique 
Ground probing radar (GPR), Time domain 
reflectometry 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

. ; ' 

Annan, A.P., and Davis, J.L., 1977, Use of radar and time domain reflectometry 
in permafrost studies: in Proceedings of a. Symposiwn on Permafrost Geophys
ics, Scott, W.J. and Brown, R.J.E. (eds.), National :Research_ Council Canada:,· 
Ottawa, p. 43-59. 

Description 
The radar technique is capable of providing high resolution information about 
the sub-surface electrical environment. Lateral resolution of tens of centi7 

. meters is· possible. Vertical resolution of the same order is possible if 
material electrical properties are known from independent measurements (ie. 
wide angle reflection and refraction· (WARR) sounding, time-domain reflecto
metry (TDR) measurements, drill control). The technique is, therefore, of 
great value in-mapping continuity o~ lithology from borehole to bo~ehole. 

The main limitation-of the radar method is the relatively shallow penetration 
depth. For most applications, information to depths of 5 to 10 ~ is required. 
In ice, water and coarse grained soils there is no difficulty in probing ·to 
these depths and greater. In silts and clays, however, penetration- depths 
were less than 5 m with the equipment used for our. experiments. Increased 
transmitter power and receiver dynamic range might alleviate this problem. 

Availability 
National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 04-1 
'-•, . : -~ ... 

Keywords 
Radar echoes, Permafrost structure 

Technique Interest Level 
Impulse radar 1 \:. 

Author 
Annan, A.P.; Davis, J.L. and Scott, W.J., 1975, Impulse radar profiling in 
permafrost, Research Geophysics and Geochemistry Division, Geological Survey 
of Canada, Paper 75-1C, p~ 343-367. 

Description 
The Geological Survey of Canada investigated the use of VHF impulse radar to 
map geological structure and electrical properties of permafrost in situ. The 
test area was in the vicinity of Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. ~The 
report· discusses the preliminary results of the trial. Although ·the results 
were hampered by an opaque clay till overlying much of the region, it was 
found that the impulse radar.method can be used t6 delineate subsurface struc
ture. The mean dielectric constant in the massive ground·ice at the involuted 
hill site was 2.6 to 2.7 which lowers the density value normally assumed for 
ground ice .. Therefore, it was found that radar impulse alone is not feasible 
in predicting ice content frbm the dielectric constant alone. In this 
example, the percentage of trapped air in pure ice caused a decrease in 
density values. 

Availability 
Resource Geophysics and Geochemistry Division, Geological Survey of Canada, 
601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Canada. 

REFERENCE 05-1 

Keywords 
Freshwater ice thickness, Radar sensing, remote sensing 

Technique 
Impulse radar 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Annan, A.P., and Davis, J.L., 1977, Impulse radar applied to ice thickness 
measurements and freshwater bathymetry report of activities: Part B; Geo
logical Survey of Canada, Paper 77-1B. 

Description 
Impulse radar proved to be a quick, reliable technique for measuring fresh
water ice thickness at shallow water depths. A 360 m ice bridge wa~ traversed 
in about 3 minutes and the data were immediately available. It was found that · 
differing frequency impulse duration will yield different types of informa
tion. For example, the 2 ns system data give high resolution information 
about. ice thickness, whereas, the 10 ns system data yield information about 
deeper structure at the expense of resolution. The data were confirmed by 
subsequent drilling operations. Further research is necessary to suggest that 
radar can adequately detect and delineate frazil ice. 

Availability 
Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 06-1 

Keywords 
Test sites, Fox ice tunnel, Copper River Basin, Magne-tic induction; LF radio
wave, VLF radiowave. 

Technique Interest Level 
1 Magnetic induction, surface impedance 

' ~ ,' 

Author 
Arcane, S.A., Sellm'ann, P.V., and Delaney, A.J., 1977, Shallow electromagnetic 
geophysical investigations of permafrost, CRREL unpublished document, 6 P · 

Description 
1
· The objective of the study was to evaluate the combined use of the surface 

impedance resisti,vity technique at LF (200-400 kHz) and at VLF (10-30 kHz), 
and the magnetic induction resistivity technique at a close coil spacing 
(3. 7 m) for qualitative and quantitative studies of permafrost distribution 
and changes in permafrost properties. Three study areas were selected in 

:r . . , 

'Alaska's discontinuous permafrost zone. One was located in the Copper River 
Basin and two were near Fairbanks. 

Despite the influence of the active layer, strong resistivity contrastswithin 
permafrost were seen to exist at LF but not at VLF in· the Goldstream Valley 
study near Fairbanks. Considering the skin depth va_lues for LF in permafrost 
(e.g. 46 m at 356 kHz in 3000 ohm-m material), this method would be best 

· 'suited for high resistivity, discontinuous permafrost zone studies performed 
before seasonal thaw sets in. The information gained from all three systems 
allowed· a good estimate of the permafrost thickness at the· ·Goldstream Valley 
site. 

Both the LF and magnetic induction techniques had sufficient ~ensitivity to 
detect the thaw zones in all study areas, even in the low resistivity, clay
rich s·edi.ments of the Copper River Basin where resistivity contrasts between 
thawed and frozen states are not large. Future studies for these techniques 
might be permafrost detection in alluvium, where less uniformity of material 
type exists and where resistivity levels may be much higher: for t.he coarser 

· · gr.ained materials-, but again with small contrasts between frozen and thawed 
·. states. -~ · · 

,. 1 •'. ~ 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover , NH 

. ~ 1 
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REFERENCE 0 7-1 

Keywords 
Radio wave, Overburden depth, Electrical parameters 

Technique Interest Level 
Radio wave propagation 1 ... ; :.i 

Author 
Bahar, E., 1971, Radiowave propagation over a non-uniform, overburden: 
J .R. Wait (ed.) Electromagnetic Probing in Geophysics, Golem Pr~ss. 

Description 

,. ,, 

In 

The article investigates the theory of using radio wave measurements to 
explore the undulations of the overburden depth and electrical parameters. 
Both the·surface w~ve fluctuations and the directivity Qf the scatt~red radi
ation field could reveal the information required about the-n6nunif6rm over
burden parameters. A salient feat~re of propagation over nonparallel strati
fied media is that the surface impedance is dependent upon the direction of 
propagation. This feature could be ~xploited for the.purpose of these inves
tigations. 

When the substrate is the water table, for instance, the radio wave measure
ments, together with certain boundary conditions, could be used to map the 
underground water resources. 

For the radio waves to be sensitive to fluctuation in· overburden depth, we 
must use the deeper pen~trating low and very low frequency radio waves. If, 
on the other hand, we wish to use the surface wave measurements to map the · 
conductivi~y of the ov~rburden, high frequency radio waves must be used. 

The analysis presented in, this chapter may be applied to three-dimensional 
problems provided that the variation,s of the depth of the electrical para
meters of the overburden transverse to the propagation path are small compared 
to those along the propagation path. 

It is suggested that a~ series of laboratory model . studies be conducted in 
conjunction with radio wave measurements from existing very low frequency 
transmitters to assess critically the economic feasibility of this radio wave 
method for geophysical prospecting. 

Availability 
Golem Press, Boulder, Colorado 
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REFERENCE 08-1 

Keywords 
Permafrost studies, Seismic refraction, Resistivity 

Technique 
Seismic refraction, Resistivity 

Author 

.Interest Level 
1 

r -,· ,·~~ J • . ~ ~- ~~ 

Barrtes, D.F., 1973, Geophysical methods for delineating permaftost: in Perma
frost, Second International Conference, Nat'l Acad. Sci.-, Wash., D.C. 

Description 
Physical prop~ftie~ that probabiy change most when interstitial ~ater in rocks 
and s·oils freezes are the elastic moduli and the electrical· conductivity. 
Therefore, seismic and electrical methods· are believed to· be the most useful 
·geophysical methods for permafrost studies. 

J>., .. -. ·,The. seismic refraction method h::.s been used for ·most permafrost investiga
. L>.i.- · _,tions. The fundamental limitation of the method is that it only ·records 
,:_,c~.~:· layers having· .velocities higher than those in ·the overlying laye'rs. ·· Refrac
. ·J :· ·.· .. · : tion- me:thods thus provide a good method of mapping the extent of a permafrost 

-.. -~layer and-.the depth to its upper surface. Refraction methods. :have: a1so proved 
·useful f~r .detecting high-velocity ·rocks beneath permafrost: ·-

. '-

~- ~esistivity_measurements on the ground surfa~e a~e cap~ble of deter~iriing both 
',:· · .. : '-,the·, horizontal and vertical extent of buried, high'-resisti vi ty· bodies", such as 

permafrost·. The Wenner procedure has been quite~ successful for indicating 
discontinuities in permafrost occurrence and in thickness of overburden. In 
some areas, changes in rock type or permafrost depth cause apparent re·sistiv
ity changes that are as large as the changes caused b~·the ~~~sent~ 6r -~bsence_ 
of permafrost in other areas, but an experienced observer can usually identify 
the cause of the resistivity changes correctly. 

Availability 
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 
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REFERENCE 09-2 

Keywords 
Resistivity survey, Seismic refraction~ Groundwater.inpermafrost 

Technique 
Seismic refraction and electrical resistivity 

·Author 

Interest Level 
2 

..... .'f • 

. ;1 ~ .: ,/ 

Barnes, D.F.; MacCarthy, G.R., 1964, Preliminary report on tests of applica
tion of geophysical methods to arctic groundwater problems: U.S. G. S. Open 
File Report. 

Description 
Geophysical surveys were made during the summer and fall of 1952 in the Tanana 
Valley to study their application to arctic groundwater problems. Both survey 
methods defined the horizontal extent of the frozen ground and. both were 
capable of determining the depth to the top of the permafrost but neither 
regularly yielded reliable results on the material beneath the permafrost. 
Additional theoretical ~nvestigations are desired. One is a theoretical 
examination of the attenuation of .longitudinal waves traveling through a thin 
layer. The other is the development of theoretical mul tilayer-resis tivi ty 
interpretat~on of problems in which the second layer has a very high resis
tivity. Further field work is also recommended. Barns feels that "It is 
doubtful at this time whether geophysical techniques are sufficiently devel
oped to be valuable for. use in prospecting for gr6undwater in areas of thick 
permafrost." and that a seismograph may be useful in areas where permafrost 
is thin and sporadic for groundwater and engineering applications. 

Availability 
U~S: Geological Survey, Arlington,. VA 22202 
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REFERENCE 10-1 

Keywords 
Permafrost, Airborne resistivity 

Technique Interest Level 
1 Airborne (E-PHASE) resistivity 

Author 
Barringer, A.R., and McNeill, J.D., 1971, E-PHAstt!-A new remote_sensing.'iech
nique for resistivity mapping. "E-PHASE" is a registered · trademark of 
Barringer Research, Ltd. 

Description 
An airborne system termed E-PHASE has been developed to produce resistivity 
maps which utilize radio frequency fields transmitted by government owned VLF 
stations and commercial broadcast stations·. Measurements of the quadrature· 

. i 
hor.izontal electric field strength are related to the total horizontal field 
streng~h and can be used to derive a good approximation of the forward tilt of 
the eiectric vector. This forward tilt is related to ground resistivity and, 

~::L~.thhs~ the measurement enables estimates of ground resistivity to be.made down 
~to· the skin depth of the penetration of the radiowaves. Skin depth can be 
defined as the, depth below the earth's surface penetrated by a particular 
radiowave at a particular point. It is dependent on the frequency of the 
radiowave and on the resistivity of the soils at that point. The use of two 
frequencies enables layering effects to be studied and shows considerable 
potential for the mapping of permafrost distribution and the loc·ation of _. 
gravel deposits. 

·Availability 
Barringer Research, Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

REFERENCE 11-3 

Keywords 
Sea ice thickness, Radiowave 

Technique 
Radio ground wave propagation 

Interest Level 
.3 

. ·. 'l:. 

Author 
.. ~~,--· Bigg~, A. 'w~, 1970, Ground wave propagation .ove~ ?~cti'c se~ ic-e: Kansas 

University Center for Research, Lawrence R~m<?t~ __ $ensing l~ab',- Wh~te O~k, MD, 
Nc3val Oceanographic Offj_ce, Washington D.C.·; :29 '~p. - - · - · ·,c 
•. I , ' l , .• ,, ;'• :~ < _.-.._, •·; ~ ';, .: • • f ~ : 

Description . b - _, 

Mixed path ground wave propagation· :is 1 :used to· determine sea ice-sea water 
boundaries for layered or homogenous sea ice and sea water. Phase and ampli
tude variations provide the necessary datq to. determine boundary change. The 
variation is most sensitive when c16'se'-.:t:2; jthe boundary which increases the 
mapping value of the technique. Stratified media may be readily discerned if 
the upper layers have a lower refractive index than the lower layers. By 

.varying the frequency of wave propagation, thi~kness of layers, homogeneity, 
and surface roughness may be determined. 

Availability 
Lawrence Remote Sensing Lab, Kansaf University 
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REFERENCE 12-2 

Keywords 
Radar im4gery, Sea ice, Glacier snow 

Technique 
Radio wave reflection 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Biggs, A. W., 1970, Volume scattering from sea ice and glacier snow: Kansas 
University Center for Research, Lawrence Remote Sensi,ng Lab; Naval Ordinance 
Lab, White Oak, MD, Naval Oceanographic Office, Washin~ton D.C. 40688, 46 p. 

Description 
Glacier snow and sea ice are described by dielectric properties. and relaxation 
spectra of water at microwave frequencies. The VLF spectrum is included to 
illustrate analogous relaxatirin for ice. Scattering models are brine pockets 
for sea ice and ice spheroids in snow fields; radar backscatter measurements 
of sea ice and SLAR images of snow fields are interpreted with the help of 
these models. Simulation of sea ice in an acoustic tank demonstrates volume 
and surface scattering with good qualitative results. The dielectric relax-. 

· ation phenomena in water at microwave frequencies are also interpreted as a 
mechanism for anomalous behavior. 

Availability 
Naval Oceanogtaphic Office,:Washington, D.C. 

REFERENCE 13-2 

Keywords 
VLF radio waves, Sea ice 

Technique 
Very low frequency groundwave propagation 

, Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Biggs, A. W., 1968,, Geophysical exploration in polar areas with very low fre
quency phase variations: IEEE Trans. AP-16: 364-365. 

Description 
Geophysical ~xploration in polar areas is described by phase measuring ~~ria
tions known as the "Recovery· Effect" for very. low frequency ground wave pro
pagation from homogeneous 'and stratified ice t.o sea water. "Recovery effect" 
phase variations are unique to· mixed paths and . do not occur in stratified. 
media. The phase variations are stronger across boundaries separating homo
geneous media than across boundaries s~parating stratified media. 

j. ~ ~ 

Availability 
Kansas University C~nter for Re~~~ic~, L~wrerice Remote Serising Lab 
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REFERENCE 14-2 

Keywords 
Remote sensing, Ice thickness, ·Watei;"_ .. c<?ntent, Infrared imagery 

Technique 
Remote sensing techniques within EM Range visible 
to microwave with emphasis on infrared. 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

·, 

Brown, R.J., 1972, Arctic envircnmental effects on remote seil.sing: Defense 
Research Establishment, Ottawa, Remote Sensing Section, Earth. ScLences Divi
sion, Ottawa, Canada. 

Description 
This report is a review of the . effects _of the Arctic environment on remote 
sensing within the spectral range ·extending_irom the visible to the micro~ave 
regions of the · electromagnetic spectrum with. emphasis upon the infrared. 
Besides atmospheric effects, target characteristics which are important in a 
remote sensing application are discussed and values of some of the more 
important physical quantities are presented. The report concludes with a list 
of recommendations and conclusions which isolate areas where further research 
on environmental effects on remote sensing is required. Microwave radiometry 
is the mosi useful tool in determination of liquid water content and ~ea ~S~ 
thickness whereas infrared imagery is the most useful in distinguishirl'g. 
between types of ice present. 

Availability 
Defense Research Establishment, Hemote Sensing Section, Earth Sciences Divi
sion, Ottawa, Ontario; Canada. 

Keywords 
Resistivity survey, Seawater resistivity, Dielectric properties, Permafr<;>st .. 

te:chnigue . . . . . . i< · 

'· · .·R,~s i~,ti v'{ty .sU.~Y.~-y:.s, Bore holes 
Interest Leyel 

2 
; ' 

A~ thor ·, · · · 
Burns,;; R·. ~· .... and llamilton, J .M., 1974, Some ge~phys.ical ·ai].d. hydrological 
aspects of permafrost ··in the Cornwallis Island area, N ~ W. T.: National 
R_es~a~.c:h . Cqgncil Canada,,. Technical Memo 113, p. 80-91. CRREL Bibliography 
lt~m 39:-Blf. 

. . ... 

Descrip.tio~.,.: 
The introduction and formation of permafrost in the area of Cornwallis Island 
wa$ :4etermined using. the combined data .from bore hole~ and resistivity sur
veis. The evidence gathered at several site locatton~ suggests th~t seawater 
has filled the pore spaces of rocks in areas of recent emergence to the· exclu
sion of meteoric waters. The se~water was frozen in the intertidal zone and 
became imp~r:me.ab~e. . . , 

Availability 
CRREL Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 16~3 

Keywords 
Microwave radiation, Remote sensing, Radiometry 

Technique 
Microwave radiometry 

Author 

Interest Level 
3 

Carver, K.R., 1973, Remote sensing using microwave radiometry: 
Conference, Louisville, KY, Paper H-7, 6 p. 

Description 

Regl.on' 3 

A tutorial review of microwave radio~etric remote sensing is presented, with 
emphasis on the fundamental principles of radiometry. Basic techniques of 
instrumentation are discussed, alpng with a summary of the environmental moni
toring capabilities of microwave remote sensors. 

Availability 
Physical Sciences Laboratory, New Mexico State University, Los Cruces, NM. 

REFERENCE 17-1 

Keywords 
Airborne resistivity, E-PHASE, Gravel investigation 

· Technique 
Airborne resistivity 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Culley, R.W., 1974, Evaluation of an airborne resistivity measurement system 
(E-PHASE) for gravel locations: Saskatchewan Department of Highways, Tech
nical Report 21, p. 141. 

Description 
An airborne resistivity method (E-PHASE) was chosen as the most promising 
means of investigating for buried gravel sources. The frequencies monitored 
simultaneously were standard broadcast band, low frequency air navigation 
band, and very low frequency communication band. The airborne data are com
puter analyzed to produce contour plots of apparent resistivity. From t~ese 
plots, resistivity anomalies are selected for detailed ground checking. 

Two general areas were surveyed, one where granular soils were suspected to 
exist between till sheets and the other in remote heavily~treed terrain. An 
excellent source was found in the first area; several anomalies look promising 
in the second area, but difficult acc~ss has hindered ground checking. · 

The study did not use this method for groundwater searches directly. The 
technique described has.been used by others for that purpose. 

Availability 
Saskatchewan Department of Highways, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 
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REFERENCE 18-1 

Keywords 
E-M sounding, Permafrost, Computer assistance 

Technique 
E-M Sou,nding 

Author 
Danials, J. J., Keller, G. V., and Jacobson, J;J., 
interpretation of electromagnetic soundings over 
Geophysics, Volume 41, No. 4, p. 752-765. 

Description 

Interest Level 
1 

1976, Computer-as:S.tsted 
a pe_rmafros.tc section: 

r·-; 

In 2-loop EM sounding, the electromagnetic coupling between 2 vertica) .. -;-,a)~·~s 
loops of wire is_measured as a function of frequency, for frequencies. ranging 

:, . from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. If the electrical structure of the earth. beneath the 
~ loops is stratified, these data may then be interpreted in terms of~ ~~quence 

. of layer resistivities and thicknesses. This iP..t:erpretation is.: accomplished 
··: by computing a series of curves for various 'resi~J.ivi~y profiles, _anq .. c,omparing 

·them with the field data to determine which matches best~ . Calculation of the 
theoretical models is carried out by applying a. linea~ . fil t~r .,to: ·?Pi ve the 
appropriate integral expressions. Interpretation is aided by using inter

.,;·.:·· ·active non-linear, least-square algorithms iteratively to adjust the model 
' .. · ... : · :·parameters. The procedure was used to interpret 2~ loop induction sounding, 

.e; r ·.:: ,,, ma_de: .·along , the Arctic Slope of Alaska during 1969 to ·determine _permafrost 
1 '"· · :,c,thickness. and .character. Tlie results indicate the 2-loop. induction sounding 

is an eftective.method for mapping permafrost characteristics. 

Availability 
Geophysics, Tuls~, Oklahoma 
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REFERENCE 19-1 

Keywords 
Subsurface investigations, Copper River Basin Test ·Site, Fox ice tunnel, 

·Magnetic induction 

Technique 
Magnetic induction {EM-31) 

Author 

Interes•t Level 
1 

Delaney, A.J., Arcone, S.A., and Sellmann, P.V.,· 1977, A m~gnetic induction 
technique- for shallow subsurface arctic exploration, CRREL'unpublished memo
randum, 12 p. 

Description 
In some geological settings in the arctic, the magnetic induction technique 
has been found to be an effective way of rapidly ascertaining a·nomalous sub
surface conditions to about 6 meters depth where high ice content or thaw 
zones may be the variables in otherwise fairly uniform geologic settings. The 
magnetic induction system avoids many shortcomings of other systems because 
antennas (loops) are used instead of electrodes and the system carries its own 
transmitter. 

A non-contact technique for 'measuring earth electrical resistivity recently 
•developed by Geonics, Ltd. was tested in are'as of discontinuous permafrost 
near Fairbanks Bnd Gulkana, Alaska. The main objective of the study was to 
obtain· resistivity profiles· in areas of massive' ground ice at the two well 
documented test sites. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 20-1 

Keywords 
Electrical. resistivity,· Groundwater, Aquifer location; Radio"!ave:. 

Technique 
Radiowave resistivity (EM-16R) 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 '-

De1aney, A., Gaskin, D., Sellmanri, P.V., and Hoekst:ra, P., 1974,.,N~w ... :radio
wave resistivity techniques for locating groundwater·- supplies,. CRRE~ ~Technical 
Note, 6 p. 

Description .. 
In ·this·· s:tudy three stages of exploration were used to find a good location 
for a groundwater supply for the Town of·Plainfield,. NH. 

First; the entire area (8 · acre:;) was. surveyed by the radi9wav~ metb.od and 
'measurements were made at 72 stations. This effo:t:t required· apprq~ima·tely 3 
hours of work by a 2-man crew. From the resistivity· contour map ._a.·highly 
promising location for a well adjacent to the brook was identified. 

Secondly, conventional resistivity· soundings were made .along two lines. From 
the measurement on one line the thickness and location of the resistivity 
layer was obtained. The measurement on the second line really. was ,only us~ed 
to illustrate differences. This effort took about J.hour. 

Thirdly, the digging. of two test. pits ·with .. a .backhoe verified th{lt ~t-he resis
tive material was indeed gravel. 

The cost of using geophysical techniques·· (not includi~1g. t:ransportat-ion to 
site) was less than placing one to three drill sample holes depending on the 
technique used. A previous unsuccessful test well is an example of ti:le-.;qost 
·of drilling-··:at· will.:,, ,. , . . ~ ·" 

Availability ..... ,. 
CRREL, Hanover, ~· 

/,: 

..... ·-·, • .. ,.;_;)! 
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REFERENCE 21-2 

Keywords 
· Permafrost mapping, Geophysical methods, Groundwater prediction 

·Technique 
Traditional and geophysical 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 .i 

Ferrians, 0. J.; Hobson, G. D., 1973., Surveying and pr~dicting permafrost 
conditions: .Permafrost ··.2nd ·International Conference, N. American Contripu
tion, Nat'l. Acad. of Sci., W~shington, D.C. 

Descrip:tion 
This report is a summary of recent developments in the area of permafrost 
detection in Canada and Alaska. The various methods used in permafrost detec
tion are explained briefly and applications of such studies are mentioned for 
their importance in engineering and development. Groundwater is mentioned as 
being contained in permafrost although the actual detection of the water 
itself is not brought out· in the text. 

Availability 
U.S. Geological Sutvey, Geological Survey of Canada 

REFERENCE 22-2 

Keywords 
Permafrost, Seismit refraction, DC electrical resistivity 

'). 

Technique 
Seismic refraction, DC electrical resistivity 

,Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Garg, O.P., 1977, Applications of geophysical techniques in permafrost studies 
for su~arctic mining operations: in Proceedings of a Symposium on Permafrost 
Geophysics, Scott, W.J.·, and Brown-;R.J.E. (eds.), National Research Council 
Canad~, dttawa, p. 60-70. 

Description 
Determining in s:ltu properties of· frozen material in advance of the mining 
operation. These techniques are particularly satisfactory if high accuracy 
(within 15 percent) is not required. 

Availability 
National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 23-1 

Keywords 
Seismic velocities, Resistivity values, Frozen ground resistivity 

Techn:lque InterestLeve~ 
1 Seismic and resistivity surveys 

Author 
Garg, Om P., 1973, In situ physicome~hanical properties of· pe~mafrost using 
geophysical techniques: Permafrost N. American Contribution, Second Interna
tional Conference, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1973 P· 
508-Si6 . 

. :Oescription 
Seismic. refraction surveys and resistivity soundings .were used to determine 
the depth of the permafrost table and base of the frozen ground, respectively 

~:lr, j , in __ ,the. Schefferville mining area. of subarctic Canada. The seismic refraction 
J· survey_s.~ were used to provide in situ elastic properties of frozen ground. 

·:7 •. - .. ,Compressional and shear wave velocities provide the various elastic constants 
; "r .usjng a mathematical relationship. Several parameters will infl~ence the wave 

velocities but general pertinent conclusions can be made as follows: ( 1) 
There is a general "increase in compression and shear wave velocity with· de
creasing temperature mainly over the range 0 to -2° C in satura.ted material, 
changes are minimal in rocks of very low water content; :(2) Compare·d with 
velocities in water saturated rocks, compression velocity is lower in unsat:.. 
urated rock with up to 20% porosity and even lower in the 20-80% porosity 
range; (3) The increase in velocities in saturated material be Low 0°C is 
probably caused by the cementing action of ice formed first in large, pore 
spaces and progressive freezing in small pore ·spaces as tempe.rature is 
reduced. Electri~al resistivity values were analyzed to indirectly evaluate 
the in situ engineering properties of permafrost in the area. 

The following conclusions were drawn: In frozen ground, a drastic increase in 
resistivity is due to frozen water in the pore spaces. Water in the unfrozen 
state is conductive (in ·this study area) while in permafrost .it is highly 
resistive. -Other conclusions were drawn pertaining to this particular study 
which would not have a general effect on resistivity surveys. De~aileA,labor
atory investigations on variation of seismic and resistivity surveys as a 
function of temperature are required to draw precise and pertinent_ conclusions 
from field data. 

Availability ., . 
· National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 
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REFERENCE 24-3 

Keywords 
Sea-ice, Acoustic~measurement, Oceanographic equipment, Sound waves 

Technique Interest Level 
3 Shear wave reflection 

Author 
Getman, J. H., and Moffett, M. B. 1973, Development of a sea-ice thickness 
gage; An attempt to use shear waves: U.S. Coast Guard Report USCG-D-44-75, 

; 218 p. 

Description 
An experimental apparatus for the measurement of the thickness of sea-ice by 
the use of a shear wave reflection technique was designed and constructed. 
The apparatus was tested extensively in the-Arctic· during the summer of 1972. 
'A portion of the apparatus, the horizontal impact source, produced reliable 
·and repeatable excitation of the ice. Unfortunately, the measurement of the 
thickness of sea ice by th~ use of a shear wave reflectiori technique was not 
as simple as was anticipated, primarily due to the difficulty· of properly 

·:exciting the ice and· ·to the mode conversion of the acoustic energy by external 
and internal features of the ice. 

·_-Availability 
·· ·'"' 'Coast· Guard Research and Development Center, Groton, Cohn·. 407892 

REFERENCE 25..;3 

·Keywords 
'Snow. ·arid ice melt, .·Infrared imagery, Groundwater, Springs . · 

.·[~ 

Technique rnterest:Level 
3 Snow and ice melt data, Infrared imagery 

·Author 
·Heinemann, L.R.; Myers·; V.I., and Moore, D.G.·, 1972; s·now and :lee inelt as 
indicators of hydrologic conditions-e~ploratory study: ge~ote S~n~iri~··rnsti

, tute,·South.Dakota State University, Interim Technical Report 72--01·, 19 p>: 

·· Desc>tipti·on ;,-. 
This exploratory study investigates the use of snow and ice melt as iridirect 
indicators of groundwater occurrence and movement. Snow and ice melt patterns 
are useful in assessing groundwater conditions. Using a heat sink ·co!lcept, 
the imagery provided informatioh aiding in: 

1. the delineation of shallow aquifers in glacial drift, and 
2. the loc~tion of groundwater movement into rivers. 

The authors feel that interpretation of snow a·nd ice melt anomalies in combi
nation with other remotely sensed data will strengthen capabilities in ground
water mapping. 

Availability 
Remote Sensing Institute, South Dakota State University, Brooklings, SD 57006. 
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REFERENCE 26-,1 

Keywords 
Permafrost, LF Radiohm, Inductive coupling 

Technique 
Electrical res~stivity, Radiohm, Inductive coupling 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Henderson, J.; · and Hoekstra, .P., 1977, Electromagnetic methoqs for lllapping 
shallow permafrost: .!_!!_ Proceeding9 of a SymposiWll on. Permafrost Geophysics, 
Scott, N.J., and Brown, R.J.E. (eds.), National Research Council Canada, 
Ottawa- p. 16-24. 

Description 
The purpose of the study was to test geophysical methods for delineating 
peF~afrost in the southern fringe of thP discontinuous permafrost ~one along 
the proposed Arctic G~s pipeline route. The depth of exploration required is 
about 10 meters. The computations show that VL}~ data, because of the large 
skin depth, are relatively insensitive to the thickness of permafrost. · LF 
data are expect.ed to be much better in this reg?rd. The :inductive coupling 
technique use~ ~orizontal coplanar coils and the data show the technique can 
be exp~~te1 to do well in delineating permafrost and estimating its thickness 
up to a maxtmum .of 10 meters . 

. Availability 
NationaJ Researrih Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 27-3 

Keywords 
Bedrock detection, Permafrost, Seismic·,;studies ··-· 

Technique '· · Interest Level 
Hammer seismograph . . . ~.- . .. 3 ., . 

. . 

Author 
Hobson, G.D. ;·· 1966, A shallow :seismic experiment--in ·permafrost; Kl6ridik~- Area, 

·Yukon Terr-itory-: . · Report of Acti.'vi t'ies ·Novembe-r· 1965 · t6 :, April · 1966 • Geol. 
Sur~ey Can_. , Paper· 66:-R, Ottawa, p. I0-14. :\: : '· · .. 

Description 
A seismograph was used to test the feasibility of delineating bedrock topo
graphy favorable ··to the accurrfulation of placer·· gold deposits -in: a permafrost 
environment. ·The signal impulse·· was p'roduced :by- placing a s-teel pla'te 'on the 
ground and striking it with· a 10--pound sledge haminei··.· \A stna11 area near 
Dominio~ Ct~ek was ~robed wtth 'the s~ismit ~~th&d ·w~ere pei~afro~t extends to 
an unknown depth intb··, bedrock·. The velocity .values' were found to h'e consid
erably ·higher ·_;tihan those' found in the :~~me·: Iriateriafs in'·non.·~perm·a·frost areas. 
The . se:Lsmic readings-- were 'taken :·a'dj'acenti: to·' bore ··holes .idrilTed: ih i22;. locations 
20 to 30 . years- earlier. _: · Half~·o'f ·:the'- :s•eism{c · reading··s· _. shbwed close·,,. cotre1ation 
with bore hole data. The remaining SO% of the 'data showed dis·crepancies in 
depth to bedrock but close correlation in depth to gravel below muck. The 
seismic anomalies are explained by the presence of a layer beneath!the~frozen 
gravel which has~ equal· or· Tower · seismic''-velocity than'· that·< o:f. )the frozen 
gravel, thus, causing the seismic energy to be detracted downwards instead of 
back to the detection device. 

Seismic anomalies detected in the Granville area were suspected to be due to 
differential thawing of the bedrock or an irregular bedding interface. Two 
bore holes confirmed the former interpretation. 

These methods cannot accurately detect the presence of placer gold. However, 
benches and' channels can be detected where placer gold may have accumulated. 
The applicability of this technique to the ·location of aquifers was not 
addressed in this article~ 

Ava i 1 a b-i l t y 
Geological Survey Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 2~-2 

Keywords 
Permafrost, Seismic nefractiop 

Technique · 
Seismic refraction 

Author 

Int~rest Level 
2 

_·- t} \~ ~~·. ~·; 

Hobsonl G., and Neave, K. G., 1977, ·Permafrost distribution in the Southern 
Beaufort Sea as determined from seismic m~psurements: in Proceedings of a 

'Symposium on Permafrost G~qphysics, Sc;:ott, yt.J., and Brown, R.~.E. (eds.), 
Natfonal Research Counci.l of Caha~la; Ottawa, p. 91-98. 

Description 
The seismic velocities of non-salin~ water saturated unconsolidated sediments 
increase with decreasing temperatures below 0°C as a result· of ice-bonding. 
If the sediments are C9aise-gratned, the transitions to h~gher velocities take 
place at permafrost temperatures, close to 0°C. In the i~ediate sub-seq 
bottom of the Beaufort shelf, this translates to a well-defined seismic dis
coritinuity a~enable to mapping by the s~ismic refraction technique. 

Availa:bility 
- Natiop.al Research C9uncil Canadq, Ottawa, Ontario, ·Canada 
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REFERENCE 29-1 . :;..~ , .. ··;_;. 

Keywords \:1 

Permafrost, Groundwater, 
resistivity 

Seismic refraction,.r·f~,e,~s.mi~- :ref.l~c_t~,.pn,, .. ~f~;ct'r'ica'l 

Technique 
Seismic refraction, Seismic reflection, Electrical 
resistivity. .: ': 

Author 
. Hoek~t.ra,, P:~,., :1976, Geop,hysi<;~t- me.tho4.s .. "Jor, hy4r.o.lq_gi~al_ .~riv~stigfitions in 
permafrost regions: ;l>r:Qce~.dings. Sec.6n~_ .Gonferen.ce, ·ari· 's~(l:-Water .P.robiems in 
Cold Regions p. 75-90. · · · - · - · · .· · ....... 

Des,cription,. .• . ... ,, _ _ .... -.,. . .. ;_: ., , . " 
._ The purpos~ of 't:"hi~ mGinuscFiP~- ~~; t,o .r.~l.~te ·_to -,P~~Ina..tros~ ·_hy~rol~gi~ts the 

advances made~ :in geophy,sic?l_ metqo9s ·."to"r_ .ihvestigations-~rl p,erp;t,afr(>~~ regions . 
. Geopl).yst,c_~~ -~eth~ds --a:r~ . d:i:s.cu.s:$_e_d :w~·~h. '· -~~~ .. C\l..d o{ , ~J.~ur.~.$ .. Cipd. elementary 
concepts, and use_ is made of..,:case ~histories .. to.;illus_tr;(lt~ ·the applicap~lity of 
geophysics. t<;r: .. permafrost _,hydrq<lqgy ... ·._;±he,~~- app~:ai ,· to.~~~,}-wq _m9jo,r···areas where 
geophysical methods can assist hydrologic-al '·investigations: 

( 1) In th~ )c.ontin\lp:u:s- ~-:I?.~eJ?rpa~!9s1t ~ :~·9_q~;,_, ~es11~~nK: y~a;r-:rpu~·d/w~t~r ·- ~~~
plies is difficult. Unfrozen zones exist at isolated locations 
under the braided Arctic coastal rivers, and under deeper parts of 
lakes. Geophysical methods were found effective· in locating un
frozen zones. 

.• 

(2) In th~ discontinuous permafrost zone~ surface and subsurface drain
age is to ·a large extent determined by the patt~rn of occurrence of 
permafrost. Vegetation is often not a good indicator of frozen 
ground in the southern fringe of the discontinuous permafrost zone. 
Geophysical methods in the Mackenzie Valley reliably delineated 
permafrost. 

Availability 
Northern Engineering Services, Ltd. Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
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REFt:HENCE 30- 1 

Keywords 
. Grou~d resistivity, Airborne resistivity, Permafrost 

Techniq1,1e 
Ground phd airborne electrpmagnetic resistivity 

Author 

InteJ;est Level 
1 

Hoekstra, P., and McNeill, D., 1973, Electromagnetic probing of permafrost: 
in Permafrost: North ~eric~n Cont:rib~tion, Second International Conference, 
Ferrians, O.J. Jr., and Hobson, G.D. (eds.), Nat'l Acad. Sci., Wash. n~c. p. 

\ ' 

435-446. 

Description 
There· are no apparent technological obstacles in applying the t\\'0 electro
magnetic survey m~thpds - the measllrement of wave tilt and the mlfasurem~nt of 
coupling between two loop antennas - to permafrost prpblems. The theory is 
well developed, and equipment design has probably r~ached a satisfactory 
level. 

'"· ·" · ·.The two electromagnetic fll~thods botq have the advantage over the . DC res is~ 
~-·· · · tivity. ptobing m~thod in that' tlv~y can be used from an ~irborne platfo~m. The 

chief · advantag~ is th~t recq;n,naissance surveys can be conducted ove~ large 
areas ai relat{yely low co~t on ~ per-unit-area b~sis apd in a frac~ion of the 
time re~uired for the q~ore c;onventional ground resistivity ~prveys. 

Availability 
National At;adeU.y of Scien~e~, Wash~ngton, D~ C. 
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REFERENCE-31-1 

Keywords 
Aerial surveys, _Electrical 
Subsurface investigati'ons·: '· 

Technique 
. . )"' 

\ 

Airborne resistivity 
·{. . ; . ~· 

• • .L • 

~es_i~f-~7"ftr L .. ,G:~+P~~~?l _ ,surVi~¥s ,_, $q~l_,,_-s,urveys, 

·-; .- .J,n.t,e,r~:s t ~ev¢ l 
C!; .A -j• -·' i' '.• -· .,._ 

Author ___ ._ -i , 'i--.r/-'•' _, __ ,... . __ . _ 
Hoekstra·, P·. ,_ Sellma'-:ln:,-__ P.V., and Del_aney_,_;A;);,-:_1Q7,4·; A~tbor~~--resistivity 
mapping bf p~rn}afrost' rtear F~1rbariks ~: Alasld:f;:·_;G~L. Res-earch R~p-o.r_f 324, 49 p . 

. : : . ·~ ' . . . . . ~ . . 

Description 
Airborne resistivity methods using radiowaves in three frequency_ ba,?~ds :o/.ere 
tested in the vicinity of_. FatrJ:>an~s, _ Alask~. _ ._The te,st s.~.~es .. : -wer_e ,s:elected 

''becau-se. much· ground c·ontro::l'"is_ av~i~-able -for:' t~is .a·r~~~~. Th~· .ob.J,~<;_tives of 
this . study; were . t·o determine. 'the '~bility. of tli~se 'meth.ods: :~9 map perm-afrost 
and dther. soils 'and: :to 'ihvestf~~te t_fi~' adyantag~s ,of' mult1frequ·~ncy' ,'mapping. 
Investigations in pe:drii1:f'i8st- 'rbg:i6Hs ':for· shch' geotechnical 'end.eavo:t;$ _,a,s route 
selection for roads and pipelines and site investigation for building ~nd dam 
construction often require that a careful_ assessm~nt be ma_de pf ~~e .p~esence 

'or absence of frozen 'groutid,- o{.j the ·'ice~ ,c6rit:e.nt_·.-o:( ·trozeri gr~oup.d~ Aiid -of the 
depth' of ;fr.o'z'ert ':g~ourid .' ~: Tfl~ u~itb~~~e -r._r1esi_~~:ivi ty_; 4~ fa 'op~_aj_ried: Jri . thiS. study 
were contou·red' and. 'th'e, ·c·ori'totir __ map{'wete' co_~pa'r~d~ \'?ith _sl~rf,isial geological 
maps and~ other~ ground1:' tru~li data: ilvai~~ble:.,_-· tp,~·-' "following-· co~H;;t.psions ·were 
reached: - l) in a·reas' whe·r·e · ·t.::r1e ·:near;..; surface sedini'ents are relat:f~ely uniform, 
VLF resistivity best delineates permafrost; and 2) in areas -whe.re .:S4r~.a,ce 

sediments · vary widely (e.g~, ; r~c.e.~~- Jlp9dpl~i~~) ?· _ res~:1>~iyity: >~t: ali fre
quencies gives little information ·arr'p~rmafrbst ·e:·ondition·s, but provides· other 
important information, such- as bedrock type, depth to bedrock, soil type and 
layering. · 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REfERENCE 3~-1 

Keywords 
Gravity p1,'."ofiling, Perijl'afro~t delineation, Grou·ndwater· de·te.ctiorl 

Technique 
Gravity profiling, Seismic techniques, Resistivity 

Interest Level· 
1 .. 

Author 
Hughes, 0.1.,··1975, Geol@gy and permafrost in.relation t.ohydrology and geo
physics·: Geological S1,1rvey of· Canada; Dept. o~ Ene:r;gy Mines and Re~ources, 
Calgary, Alberta.· ~RREL Bibliography Item 30.,.4421. · 

Description 
The complexity of the geologic frame~ork withiq which the hydrqlogist and geo
physicist work is ·greatly enhanced in permafrost regions by the diversity of 

··permafr-ost· conditions, by the complex rlistr~bution of permafrost and by the 
complex distribution of ground ict~ within the permafrost. · 

The hig~ cost of drilling in t~e unsettled northern regioris will nece~sit~te 
heavy dependence . on geophy~ival techniques in any r~gional inventories of 
geology; the distribution of permafrost and grotinq ice, and~ydrology. Empha-

.c_, sis ··will be on ligflt, portable, and airborne in$trumentation. The selection 
·' , mvst be based on valid conceptual rqodels of the distribution 0f geo+ogic 

materials, permafrost,· and gl!'ound· · ice; and ·the models wilf vary"' :tgreatly 
·according to ge-ological, <;:lima tic and· hydrologic history pf the···part~c;ular 
area COn·cerned. . · .. '')~.:;:·I :·._-: 

· .Hyd:r;ologic studies-: in the pe:r;m~fi6st~regions of no~the~n Can~da ~r~ ~~ill i? 
the preliminary st~ges. Integrated studies. of the sur~~~e attiv~ layer, an4 
subpermafrost hydrologic regime have scarely pegun. Paleohydrology study of 
the changing hydrology regime during development of permafro~t is an important 
key to understanding the dis~:·:ibution · of permafrost and ground ice, but 
remains an under exploited fi~ld of research. 

Avfiilability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH - Permafr0st Hydrology: 

·ottawa, Canada 1975 p. 2~-~8 
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REFERENCE 33-1· 

Keywords 
Seismic refractiq:fi, Per~qa,ff9SJ. ,, ;$:efi.sm._ic veJ-ociti:e.s r : r t n·, <;_ "' .: ! .. · · ·., . 

Technique Interest Level:, , 
Seismic refraction .. -, . r :~ ,--- {' '., 

~:~·.I> -

Author 
Hunter, . .J:~A~~ M .. ·' _1Q73, The application pf .. s.halJ.ow.,~-~i~rp~<; metQ.ods to mapping of 
frozen·· su,rfic:~al. ma .. terials in permafr:o:st: :.No:rt-h.,.Ame~:j.cc:Jn.,Cont.ribution, Second 
Inter'n~tionai · Conferenc~e,_~,Ferrians ;· Q·.t J, ... _.ir.-:~ -an~:;:_H.qb~o.~~ ~·G-. ~l~ (eds _.), Nat-' l. 
Acad. Sci., Wash., D~C. p. 527-535 . . 

Descx.iption, · .· ... , ., i. .· -~ .... , .. .. .,,, :• 

. . , ~h.a.l.fow. :,refrac17ion_ .~ei_smic, cmetiJ.ods }1~\ffJ.' qi:~n.· $~~F~!ssJJJl;Ly" ~pplied to. perma-
.i fro\~t ... st .. udi~s .. - . Conventional iristrume:9-~at:]:;qn .. ~sed,- ~~! . . s;ha~low prospecting can 

be applied to permafr()S t . in: ~ummei'. or .. ·o/l-:qt~F- Jo~ ,_,a r,apid:,. e.~onomica1 survey. 
Refraction spreads are generally much longer ·than those in permafrost-free 
are(l._S to .. obtc3in the neces~~.ry depth igfor.m;at:Jpn~J~~, , • .. , 

H _,.· , Th~ . ~efr,q_~ti<?n; meth.od. m~y be ,~sed. to .. _,q~ap. ~h~': '~.~:cu~ren~e .. of p~rmafrost in the 
·diScQntintious.:. zo1ut .under ·S.lllJli1lertime. ;conditions, .. where :a thawed active. layer is 
present.' because .:._about . p 'met-~r. ,.,of 's.ea:s.o.n.a),~. fiost.: at .. -the , s'urface :in winter 

, . restricts : thet: ·:~~-e of. .. ·r~fi'.actio~ .,meth,o;ds_~·:;; -~:t:r:.uctu:~~~-.w~ tP.~n, permafrost' can. be 
-mappeA with th~. ~~:~;trac::t.jqn,.t~.chni.q,~,e .ip; rSf>nn.urtc~io,q wit,~_,bore hole control for 
seismic velocities. Ma~sive ite lenses have beeri delineai~~ at_depth. 

Mariqe ~::.F~t"ract:io,n , seismic .methods~ h,a.v,e,f:o.e~n ,,;l;l~eq · to~, :map the occurrence of 
... ··' permafr.o-~·t .. ung~r :;J;he .$ea '9ptt_q,~~ ,_ , . ;~ . >. _:~ ., 7 ;. __ . ;u:. :. 

:, ,__ :. _ . ·•' .·:~-•-. -... <·:r! _; .. ,_{:~···. ·-~- :.g.:•. ::-·i:i 

Ava i la.bi li ty, .- "' j· ._,, , ·-,- ·,· • , .-. 

i. • · ·." ~atiopa1 -~c?den;y, pf. s~i.en<:es- ,·.: Wa,~hi~~.~~ri; ·,n,_,c·.',~~i- ,· ·~---• 

REFERENCE 34-1 
··. -·"':-. ., ... .r _;,_:. 

)<;e~prd,s) , , , . .. . . . . r ... , _ ,:;· 
Ice, A.'irborne survey,'· ':impulse ;ad~r '<-

Technique 
Impulse radar 

Author 

' ·._ ~ I 

~ ,~. r ; ~ -... 

Interest Level 
1 

·:.·f·,'"'·f·,. 

Kovacs, A., 1978, Remote detection of water under ice - coveied lakes on the 
north slope of Alaska, Unpublished. 

Description 
Results from usin·g an impulse radar sounding system on the . North Slope of 
Alaska to det~ct the existence of water under lake ice are presented. It was 
found that both lake ice thickness and depth of water under the ice could be 
determined when the radar antenna was either on the ice surfa~e or airborne in 
a helicopter. Because of the significant difference between the radar signal 
reflection coefficient at an ice/water interfa,ce and that at an ice/soil 
interface it was also possible to determine where lake ice is bottom-fast and 
where free water still exists under the ice. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFE~NCE 35-1 

Keywords 
Permafrost t~ickness, Geoelectricity, ~lectrical prospecting, Ele~trical 
resistivity 

Technique 
Audio~freqtiency magnetotelluric sounding 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Koziar, A. et al., l975, M~gnetotelluric sounding of permafro~t,. Science, Nov . 
. 7, Vol. 190, p. 566-568. CRREL Bibliography Item 30-2040. 

Description 
The audio-frequency magnetotelluric m~thod was used to sound a perm~frost 
region in the Mackenzie Delta in the Northwest Territories. A simple two
layer model consistj.ng of a high electrical r-esistivity layer overlying less 
resistive material gave interpreted depths in agreement with those determined 
by drilling~ 'fhe sUJJl{Iler active laye~ was tran~parent even at qigh soundiq.g 
frequencies. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 

REFE~NCE 36-2 

Keywords 
Sea ice thickness, Heat transfer 

Tech:nique 
Infrared imag~ry 

Aut~or 

Interest Levf:l 
2 

Kuhn, P.M~, Stearns, L.P., and Rc:;ms~ier, R.O., 1974, Airborne in(rar:·ed imagery 
of arctic sea ice thickness: .NOAA, Boulder, Col. , Atmospheric. I'hys ics and 
Chemistry Lab. 

Oescription 
The February and March· 1973 Bering Sea Ice Experiment expedition over the 
Arctic Ocea~ and Bering Sea pre£ented correlations betw~en infrared red ther
mal emi~sion and sea ice thickness. Ice thic~ness .was found to b~· inversely 
proportional to radiant emiss~on and corrective heat transfer at the surface 
·and· directly propprtional to ice surface and sea temperature differences at 
the base of the i~e layer. Several applications of areal presentation of sea 
ice thickness include determining rates of freeze and thaw of i~e, thermo~ 
dynami<;s 0f the rates of ~ce fonmat:i,.on and dissipation and tllermal emj.ssioq ~ 
thickness correlation. Possible determination of an upper snow layer is also 
apparent. 

Availability 
NOAA, Boulder, Col., Atmospp.eric Physics and Chemistry Lab. 



REFERENCE 37-2 

Keywords 
·Perina frost,· Seismic velocities ··· ... -.·' 

Technique Interest Level 

Seismic vel~cities 2 

Author 

:Kurfurst,. P. J~, '1977, ·Field •.and laboratory mea~u.r~ments· -of sei.smi_c .properties 
of permafrost: in Proceedings. of. a Symposium: on Permafrost 9.eophysics,. Scott, 
W.J., and Brown-,-R.J.E. (eds.); National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, P·. 
1-15. •:;• 

Description · .:·, ·' · ::· · ·. _ •:·, 
This paper des<;tribes · .. the results. of lal?o·tatory and field ultraspnic ,measure
ments :of. compressional .. and shear. wave , v;elo.ci'ties for several -series of tests 
conducted on· frozen ·soil ·.samples~· .. from:·.,.the .. Fort. ,·Good Hope: and; N9rman Wells 
areas in the Northwest Territories. 

Availability 
National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Can~da 

REFERENCE 38-2 

Keywords 
Airborne infrared, Massive ice, Permafrost-

Technique Interest Level 
Airborne infrared . . . 2 

Author 

· .. L: 

LeScha'ck, ... L. A,~;; '.Morse," I .. H. ;··i Brinley;.,.: W •. R .. J.r::. ; Ryan;·· N. G. , · and f-:Ryan R. B. , 
19-73, · Poteptiar use of ·airbo:pne dual-charutel · infra17ed: scanning to .. detect 
massive ice in permafrost: in Permafrost: North American ·Co,ntribution, 
Second International Conference;Ferrians, O.J. Jr., and Hobson, G.D. (eds.), 
Nat ' l . A cad . Sci . , Wash ~ D . C . , p . 54 2-5 4,9 . . '· · 

·,.. . ~ 

:n~s criptiori" . . ' •. . . ' 
·The· .obj'ect of this :r~se~a~ch w·~-s to .att~~·mpt· to ,.:~~velop;.airborne techniques for 

.,_,.,_ ... ascertaining those: areas. of--permafrost_-ter.rain .. that, .owing .to incJusions of 
· · · i:ce lenses, •wedges, strata, e:tc·. ,,. :in. the. permafrost·,- could cause 1 severe engi-

-neering problems. ·:~···-·· 

. ·-The autho'rs ·conclude: 

1. Single-channel IR scanning allows determination of·_the existence of 
ice wedge polygons with greater confidence than heretofore possible 
in areas of discontinuous permafrost or where undetectable-by con-
ventional means·: 

2. Dual-channel IR scanning offers even greater capabilities of iden
tifying ice masses. 

Availability 
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 



REFERENCE 39-1 

Keywords 
Remote sensing, lee thickness, Lake ice 

Technique 
Monocycle V.H.F. radar 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Meyer, M.A., 1966, Remote sensing of ice and snow thickness: Adcole Corpora
. ~ion, Waltham, Massach~~etts. 

Description 
A high resolution rilonocycle VH.;F radar ha~ been developed and test~d ove:.;- lake 

' ice. Tests were conducted with th~ U, S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engi
.neering Laboratory using a boom as the antennae support in 1965, and '-"sing a 
moving helicopter as a support in 1966. Ice thickness and snow thickness were 
readily measured by visual data reduction. Thickness measurement. accurac·ies 
on the order of 1- em. are po:;sible ulilizing this technique. Results of 
measurements and the data t~ken are discussed as well as the expected results 
for such a measurement. The application of these measure~ents to th~ deterr 
mination of dielectri(: consta~t i:; di~cussed. ' 

Availability 
Adcole Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts. 

Rf:FERENCE.40-3 

K~ywords 

Infrared imagery, Springs 

Technique 
Infrared imagery 

Author 

Interest Level 
3 

Moore, p.G.; Mye:r;-s, V.I.; and ·Giles, W.H., 1972, Lo~ation of flowing artesian 
wells using thermal infrared scanner imagery. 

Description 
Flowing springs and art~sian wells were· su~cessfully mapped in a selected are~ 
within Beadle County by interpretation of February predawn thernial infrared 
imagery. This mapping. was done under light snow cover conditions. 

Availability 
Remote Sensing Institute, South Dakota State University, Brookings, $D 57006 
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REFERENCE 41-1 :~~ . ' 

Keywords 
Temperature differences, Thermal image, Remote sensing ., > • ., 

Technique - · Interest LeveL.:;·,_ .. , 
Thermal imagery ·1 '_ ... , .,_ 

Author 
Murtha,-P.A., 1971, Frost pockets on thermal .imagery; Forest Management Insti
tute, Department of Fisheries and Forestry; Ottawa,. Ontario·:-~ CRREL Bibli
ography Item 26-1345. 

Description 
Sites of· cooler· microclimate were recorded ·on· nigh,t time_ thermal imagery 

···during overflights of a forested area in both sp·ring .and .fall. The potential 
frost pockets :appeared darkest (coldest) ·and ground measurements showed the 
sites to be as much as 5°C cooler than anothe~ope~ ar~a ne~rby. Comparative 
thermal imagery and· a 'panochromatic aerial photograph of the study area are 
presented~ 

Availability " . · . 
Forest Management Institute, Dept. of Fisheries and Forestry, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. CRREL, Hanover, NH. 

REFERENCE 42-2 

Keywords 
Electromagnetic survey, Sea-ice thickness, Remote sensing 

. --:; 

Technique Interest Level 
EM Radiation ~ VLF radio wave propagation 2 ··:)!';' j :."; ··\ ·, .. 

Author 
McNeil, J.D., Application of plane wave electromagnetic radiation to. ·the 

;',s' measurement of sea-i~e thickness: Ba~ring~r.Rese~r~h Lt~~ ,,, • • . ;:_: • 1. : ' 

'•) Description ··.·. 
'i'. 

This paper describes a new technique for the remote sensing of sea-ice thic;.~
. '.::·:· ~: ness. The techniqu~ .. l,l:tilizes_ th~-- ~adiatiqn, from VLE. r.adio stations· wh_ic-lC~te 

.·iocat~d at yarious '·poJ~ts, a b.-our., the ;,.eart,h _·a.rid \~hich., : b~_c.a.~sA of. th~.ir very 
high powe;r and yery fow· freq4,ep.~y ~. _p:ro.vt<;le. S1Ji~abl~,- $.'Jgn~_ls at distances Of 
several thousands of miles' from the triinsrititter. ·"' ' ''' .: ' ' ' ' 

The ,technique. measures· the., degr~e to which _thes,e_ wave~ ar~ t~lted forward by 
the presence of the' 'sea~ice "she-et' 'thus 'resulting iri. c:i horizontal electrical 
field. Theory shows that this horizontal field is directly proportional to 
ice thickness and essentially independent of ice resistivity and dielectric 
constant. 

Measurement of the horizontal electric field can be performed remotely from an 
aircraft flying at normal geophysical survey altitude and speed (300 to 500 
ft. at one hundred mph) so that a large region caabe surveyed in a compara
tively short time. D~ta reduction is extremely simple and the output presen
tation will consist of a contoured map of sea-ice thickness in meters. 

Availability 
Barringer Research Limited, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 
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REFEHENCE 43-l 

Keywords 
Soil moisture, Imaging radar,·Air photos, Permafrost 

Technique 
Imaging radars and Ae~ial photos. 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

McDonald, H., and Waite, W. P. 1971, Soil moisture detection with imagiqg 
radars: Kansas Un~versity, Remote Sensing Lab, Lawrence Water Resources 
Research, Vol. 7, No. 1. 

Description 
The high degree of correlation between the electrical properties of .soil and 
soil moisture content are well known. Considerable experimental work has been 
conducted by using radar for the determination of so~l moisture. However, in 
the transition from a controlled measurement device to an operational im@ging 
radar, the effects of soil moisture have been extremely difficult ·to sepqrate 

·from other terrain parameters influenctng the radar return signal . 

. , .. .·According to the authors, the data pre$ented in this study suggest. th~t pres
ently available dual polarized, K-band, side-looking imaging radars provide a 
capability fo:r revealing a qualitative estimate of soil moisture content. 
When used as a supplement to. aerial photograp~y in temp~rate climates·, rqdqr 
imagery analysis will decrease the ambiguity of soil type reconnaiss:anc~. In 
the Arctic, an imaging radar may provide data foi mapping regions. of perma
frost, and this process could be accomplished in a sequential manner regard
less of weather or time of day. The use of additional multi frequency· ·m4Itf;.. 
polarizatiQn imaging raqars anq the relat~ve foliage penetration of eacll 
should be investigated as a possible means of gathering quanti tat~ve soil 
moisture informatio~. · 

Availability 
Universitr of Kans~s -Remote Sensing Lab, Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
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REFERENCE 44-2 

Keywords 
Radio-echo, Glacier 

Technique 
Radio-echo sounder 

Author 
~· ;, .. :. 

Interest Level 
2 

Nelson, D. E ~ , 1969, Radar sounding of glaciers in the Icefield Ranges: 
Department of· Electrical Engin~ering, Massachusett's Insti t:;ut:~ pf? Technology, 
Cambridge; Mass. -CRREL Biblj.o_graphy Item _25-4193. _j :. __ , :~,~ _;>: 

Description 
An experiment was performed to determine the usefulness of the Scott Polar 
Resear~h Inst,itute Ma-rk - ll. Radio': Echo:l Sounde:r:::in . m·apping and_ studying the 
glaciers in -th;~ .J~efield _Ranges of the·, St ~ -Elias ·Mountains.~ -When ,the appa
rat.us. is _operated above .-a·: _:glacie:r, :_either· ·on· -t'he·. surface or- :from ;an air_ 
plane, . reflections occur at . the. ,sur£ace, ~at. internaL-·:;inhomo.geneities, and at 
bedro.ck.. ·The distances to the corresponding ·re-flective .. sti:rfaces can: then be 
determined- if the· signals ~hav~ _not been--distorted. ·A main· objective: of th~ 
test was to determine the limiting factors of the sounder related to clutter 
from valley walls, wet .$u:tface -.snow. and ·streams,. and: .. highly ,,fractured and 
crevass~d areas. .·. '1 .. . . · .·· · 

_·,·. J _, •• 

Availability .. 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering -- Ma-ss:. . Ins.titute. of Technology, Cambridge, 
Mass. · CRREL, Hanover,-. NH. : _ _,: - .__ ,, . ; ·_:. 

·REFERENCE 45-2 

:Keywo-rds: ·c:, :·-' . (_; _ .• , 

Ground temperature, Permafrost, Groundwater . ; ~ . 

Technique Interest Leve·l 
Ground tempe·ratu.re obser~ati,o(ls .... : .... :·- ···2. . , .... 

Author 
Nicholson, F.H., and-Lewis, J.S., Active layer and suprapermafrost groundwater 
studies: Schefferville, Quebec. 

Description 
Ground temperature observations indicate that active layer depth is usually 
related to surface cover, typical values being 2~4 m under continuous vegeta
tion and 3. 6 m under bare ground. However, under drainage lines the active 
layer is usually much deeper (often 10 to 12 m) or a talik zone may be present 
(typically 15 to 30m), and it is thought that this is due to the transport of 
heat by suprapermafrost groundwater. Ground temperatures, water table height 
and related data were collected over a summer in a small catchment containing 
a zone of deep thaw, with a view to producing subsurface heat and water bud
gets. The results indicate that heat conduction alone can account for the 
thermal flux on average sites but cannot account for the· deep active layers; 
that much of the groundwater movement ·is through limited zones of high perme
ability; and that there is substantial suprapermafrost groundwater movement 
through the deep active layer and talik zones. 

Availability 
Subarctic Research. Laboratory, Schefferville, Quebec, Canada, and Dept. of 
Geography, McGill U~iversity, Montreal. 
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REFERENCE 46-1 

Keywords 
Radar, Pe;rmafros~ detection, Permafrost s~ructure, Lake ice 

Technique Interest Level· 
1 GSSI Impulse radar 

Author ·,_. 
01hoeft, G.R., 1978, Effects of permafrost o.n roads ·and pipelines; utilizing 
GSSI radar: U~S. Geological Survey, Denver, Color;ldo, Personal Communicat~on. 

Description 
Field testing of the Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. (GSSI) r~dar was con
ducted in the spring of 1978 on the north slope of Alaska near Barrow. The 
portable grourid based unit was used- to determine lake ice thickness, depth to 
permafrost, and thawed areas in permafrost. The unit provides a continuous 
readout and early Deport of results is very encouraging for future use of this 
instr~ent. Results of the recently completed study will'be presented at the 
3rd International Permafrost Conference to be held in Edmonton, Alberta in 
July ~978. No published inform~tion was yet available for inclusion in this 
study. T~e GSSI radar has previously been used for the ~irborpe determi~ation 

. of sea-ice thickness . 
. . · . ~ . '· ' ... 

":·Availability 
U.S. Geological Survey, Petro physics and Remote Sensing Divison, Denver~ 
Colorado. 
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REFERENCE 47-2 

Keywords 
Infrared imagery,. Groundw~te,r, Hydrology , 

Technique 
Infrared imagery 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 : 

Pluhowski ,· E.J., 1972, Hydrologic, interpretations based on infrared imagery of 
Long Island,. New York: U.S. Geological Survey, Water Supply ~aper 2009-B, p. 
26. 

Description 
.Six remote~sensing flights over Long Island'~ no~th_and~south sh6r~s were made 

';·during. the period July 13, 1967, to February 25,, .1970. In~l:'ar.~Q _imagery in 
·the 8- to 14-~icrometer range was obtained; result$ Na~ied from poor to excel-
lent. in quality. , . . 1• • 

.. The ability of the RS :7 and Reconofpx ;IV imagers to discern. thermal contrasts 
·of 'as little as 1° to 2°C permitted identi:fic:ati0n: ·of areaf:) of ·.heavy ground.;. 

" , r • water discharge. These areas were . concent.rat.ed primarily -along the eroded 
headlands of ·the north shore and in the lower r~ache~~of water-cou~ses drain
ing into the Great South Bay. Only a few highly localized examples of direct 
groundwater discharge into the embayments along Long Island's south shore w,e~e 

·.detected in the imagery. , , . 

Thermal loading emanating from a powerplant near Oceanside . is shown to be 
quickly dissipated in Middle Bay. Specific examples show that infrared 
imagery may also be used to identify circulation patterns, ice cover, changes 
in stream-temperature regimen, and the location of sewer outfalls. Optimal 
time for the collection of infrared imagery for hydrologic studies on Long 
Island is in summer and in winter, when surface-water thermal differences are 
relatively large. 

Availability 
U.S. Geological Survey, Arlington, VA 22202 
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REFERENCE 48-1 

Keywords 
Infrar.ed imagery, Permafrost, Sea ice, Water supply· 

Technique 
Thermal infrared imagery 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 ; 

Poulin, A. 0. , 1976, The potential of thermal infrared :lmagery ~for supple-
mental map information in snow-covered areas: Army' Engineer Topographic_Labs, 
Fort Belvoir, VA., 43 p. 

Description 
Thermal infrared imagery is used to ma·p surface temperature changes in snow
covered areas. The various processes involved in surface· temperature chapge 
are discussed in terms of energy transfer and magnitude. The uses of the map 
are briefly summarized and include determination of concealment areas, land 
navigation, and water supply. The latter is determined by those lakes which 
do not appear to be frozen to their total depths. 

Availability , 
Army Engineer Topographic Labs, Fort Bel voir, VA. 

REFERENCE 49-3 

Keywords 
Seis~ic detonation, Permafrost 

Technique . 
Low nois-e seismic detonation 

Author 

Interest Level 
3 

Rackets, H.M., '1971, A low noise seismic method for use in permafrost regions: 
Geophysics, Vol. 36, No. 6, p. 1150-1161. CRREL Bibliography Item 26-2992. 

Description 
A seismic technique utilizing dynamite charges of 1 to 2 lb. detonated at 
depths o£ 5 to 10 ft~ below the ground surface proved to eliminate ~r greatly 
reduce the occurrence of frost breaks which tended to occur wfth greater 
charges. Rackets says the advant@ges to this technique are a cost reduction 
of 10 percent or more by reduction of drilling equipment and the ability to 
employ light-weight portable seismic crews in remote areas. A number of small 
charge~ were detonated at each geophone location (156 orie~lb shotpoint loca
tions per mile). The total .profile distance was sufficient to allow for 
one-half mile of fully ·stacked subsurface coverage. The experiment results 
compare favorably with thos.e from the high charge conventional method. 

Availability 
·Geophysics, CRREL Hanover, NH. 
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REFERENCE 50-2 

Keywords 
Remote sensing, Ice thickness, Permafrost, Terrain analysis 

Technique 
Gravity profiling 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Rampton, V.N.; Walcott, R.I.; 1974,. The detection of ground ice by gravity 
profiling: Symposium on Permafrost Geophysics, National Research Canada, 
Technical Memo 113, p. 60-61. CRREL Bibliography Item 30-803. 

Description 
The purpose of the gravity profiling in the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and Eskimo 
Lakes regions was to determine if excess ice and its thickness could be esti
mated by this method and to determine if certain geom~rphic features were due 
to _the presence of excess ice ·or some other causative factor. Bouger 
anomalies were used to indicate relation to elevation of a. point which in turn 
was related to amount of excess ice. Total ice thickness was then obtained by 
applying theoretical parameters as well as supplementary geologic information. 
Limitations of this technique are: (1) linear trends in excess ice thickness 
over the complete profile are difficult to detect; and (2} slabs of ice under
lying the complete profile are impossible to· detect unless a portion of the 
profile crosses an area free of permafrost. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 

REFERENCE 51-1 

Keywords 
Seismic refraction, Permafrost thickness, Glacial deposits, Seismic velocity 

·Technique 
Seismic refraction 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Roethlisberger~ H.~.·1961, The-applicability of seismic refr~ction soundings in 
: .. permafrost near T)lule, Greenland: . CRREL Technical Report 81 

Description :; f 
The applicability of the seis.mic refraction method for engineering purposes 
was investigat~d in the Thule area of Greenlahd. Special attent~on was given 
.to the cases in which shallow ice overlies frozen ground and in which frozen 
. glacial drift. up to a few hundred feet thick overlies bedrock. Seismic velo
cities were measured in-different types of sediments inthe "Thule formation" 
and in the ·crystalline basement · rock. The velocities in rock and frozen 
ground were ~en~rally high, cementation by ice being the most likely reason of 

. the relatively lo_w ground temperatures of -1°C~ It was found that, with 
comparable velocity discrimination, the refraction method gives mor~ complete 
information in permafrost than in unfrozen mater:lal, since later· seismic 
events can be identified on the records shortly· after the first arrival·~ 
Later events also made wide angle reflection soundings possible at a depth as 
shallow as 200 ft. A negative velocity gradient in the frozen ground is 
believed to be responsible for the rapid attenuation of the direct wave. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 51-2 

Keywords . 
Elastic wave~, Frozen soil, Geophysical surveys 

Technique 
Seismic reflection, Seismic refraction 

Author 

I1,1terest Level 
2 

Roethlisberger, H.; 1972, Seismic exploration in cold ~egions. CRREL 
Monograph Il-A2aa 

Description 
This monograph contains a comprehensive review of the use of seismic 
methods and related techniques based on elastic wave9, to gain informa
tion on the geometry and physi~al properti~s of the substrata in cold 
reg~ons, particularly snow, ice, and fro~en ground. Pertinent elastic 
properties of these materials are descr~bed and methods for determining 
seismic velocities are summarized. Theories and ap~lication of reflec
tioq and refraction sounding$ on glaciers, aontinenta1 ice shee~s, 
ice shelves, and frozen ground are reviewed. Surveys employing sur
fac~-waves, and special application of ela$tiq waves are described. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NI-l 
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REFERENCE 52-1 

Keywords 
Ice thickness determination, Remote sensing, Echo so~nding 

Technique 
Ultrasonic echo sounding 

Author 'i..'_. 

· \Interest Level 
1 

Roethlisberger, H., 1966, Ultrasonic pulse measurements in anisotropic lake 
ice: CRREL Research Report 126. 

Description . 
In March of 1960, travel-time measurements of ultrasonic pulses wete taken on 
Lake Superior near Baraga, Michigan. The pulses were transmitted ~nd received 
by· barium titanate cells throughi ice o£'45 cm·thickness.- The transceiver was 
mounted· at various distances· on the· surface:. A ntimber 'of direct and reflected 
signals could be' identified. The·· PS type proved to be the clearest and 
strongest· for ice ··thickness:, d·e:termination~ So'me· ·observed reflections were 

'frolil·'Cracks :in': the ice. Usin'g equipment with 100kHz signals the ice thick
;·:ne·ss 'was determined with ·a·c:cliracy· ·of 2 ··to '4 em' or· 5-10%.' ·For day to day 

comparisons, the ·relative accu.racy·;would be 'Tn the order of 0. 5 em·~ 
~ . . ' 

Availability 
CRREL Hanover, NH 

REFERENCE· 53-2 

Keywords 
Permafrost, Seismicvelocities, Seismic reflection, Seismic refraction 

Technique 
Seismic reflection, Seimsic refraction 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Rog~rs, J.C., 1977, Seismic investigation of offshore permafrost near Prudhoe 
Bay; Alaska: in Proceedings of a Symposium on Permafrost Geophysics, Scott, 
W.J., and Brown:- R.J~E. (eds.), National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, p. 
71-90. . 

Description 
The study describes locating the permafrost surface. dipping offshore to a 
depth of approximately 100 m. Delineation of the upper surface was done due 
to a marked difference in seismic velocity between the frozen material and the 
unfrozen material. 

Availability 
National Reseirch Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE 54-1 

Keywords 
E~M sounding, Permafrost, Magnetotellurics 

Technique 
Magnetotellurics, Radio fre~uency interferometry 

Author 

Interest Leve~ .. 
1 

Rossiter, J.R., Electromagnetic sounding in permafrost 'terrain:_ c·-CORE, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundla'nd, Canada. 

Description 
In situ properties of permafr6st were studied using the above mention~d techT
niques. The audio frequency magnetotelluric method proved to be a good method 
to determine permafrost thickness utilizing a model consisting.of a resistive 
layer overlying . a conductive layer. Radio frequency interferometry did not 
provide good layering information but the effects of sno~ in wirtter were seea 
as interference at 32 MHz. The unfrozen active layer was undetectable by 
these two methodi. The 3rd method utilized monopoles imbedded -in the surface 
layer to determine dielectric constant and loss tangent. · The dielec~ric 
constant was shown to be higher than that of dry soils in both summer and 
winter months indicating moisture in the active layer even at -28°C~ 

Availability 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfou~dland, Canada 

REFERENCE 55-1 

Keywords 
Ground~ater, Surface resistivity, Aquifer delineation 

Techniq'-le 
Surface resistivity 

·Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Schwartz, F.W., and McClymont, G.L., 1977, Applications of surface resistivity 
methods: Groundwater, Vol. 15, p. 197-202. 

!!~scription 
~esis~ivity highs in the Breton area are-related to the presence of a local 
sandstone acquifer at a . shallow depth. The profile mapping method in thi~ 
area provided a rapid and inexpensive method of outlining this ~quifer .· 

. Surveys in the Hastings Lake area determined that resistivity· patterns could 
·l>e correlated with regional patterns at grain-size variation. The. m~rked 

: station-to-station var{ability in apparent resistivity resulted from ~ local 
variation in drift texture. . · 

Availability 
Groundwater, Urbana, Illinois 
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REFERENCE 56-1 

Keywords 
Pe~mafrost, DC resistivity ~- ·. 

- .. :·. 

Technique. Interest Level 
DC RJ~tis ti vf ~y ·. e·Schlumberger technique) 1 ' :: 

Author · 
. Scott, _w._J:, 1977, Reliability of permafrost thickness determination by' DC 
·l:' 'resist'fvit:y · souhding: in 'Proceedings of a· Sympos±hm· .'on P.erma:fro"s'e Geop·hysics, 

Scott'~; W.J:, arid Brown·:-R~J.E., (eds.)t·Nktional!~R:ese'ar·ch 8ouncil·ot·canada, 
Qttawa, p~ 25~38. 

· Dbscripe1on;; · , · · · -- · 
I, The contrasts in resistivity at: the 'bas:e. of .. the' ·active ·layer 'and at the base 

of permafrost are both extremely high~ Because of this, ·it is nec·essary to 
~have a great .thickness of permafrost resi'stivity'. ·. Unless there is independent 
· c;ohtrol :of ·either thickness or re.sistivi·ty ,- ·a ·so·undirig in an area of thin 
petmafrost will riot yield a unique value of permafrost thicknes·s· .. 

Avaibibility 
· Nition:al-:Resource Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario Canada· 

REFERENCE 57-1 

Keywords ,._ 
Permafrost, Geophysical techniques 

Technique Interest Level 

All geophysical technique.s, .... 1 . 

Author 

Scott, W.J., and Brown, R.J.E., 1977, Proceedings of aSymposiWil on Permafrost 
Geophysics: National· Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Technical Memo 119, 

: : .; t' -~ •i 1_~4 \ ., '. • I < . . • ' 

.· ··{ 

Description -· 
This is a record of a symposium on permafrost geophysics held October 12, 
1976, at Vancouver, British Coluinbia. The meeting was the third on this topic 
_ahd: ·vias'- spohso"red 'by·· the ~e-rmafro~t Su'Qcoffiml.ttee; Associate Committee on 
:Geo't~;thnical· R:ese·arch, Nati6nal Res·ea'rch Council bf ·Canada.' 
. f- ;: : J t .f .. · •· . ·z . ~ . l , .• , 

The, ~erie~(·_bf' pape':ts ~timmafl.'zes·: the·· "state·~of-the..:attu ~for using geophysical 
' ;(;metHods -'for: the_. ded'lrie(lt1on of the> distribution' of permafrost.' Techniques 

'.;·.:;. descr'ibea··i'ri·ctuded' seisml:t ~re:fra.ction, ;seismic· re'tlecti~n~ VLF and LF ·radiolun, 
inductive coupling, DC electrical resistivity, magrfetic induction~ and ground 
probing radar. 

Availability ·' ... . . . . . : : -~.: 

National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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REFERENCE" 58.-2 

Keywords 
Massive ice, Radar impulse, EM~sounding, Permafrost.detection 

Technique 
E-M impulse radar system 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

~ ./ 
··p., 

Scott, W.J.; Campbell, K.J. and Orange, A.S., 1974, E.M. pulse survey method 
in permafrost: National Research Council Canada, Technical Memo, No·. 113 ~ 
CRREL Bibliography Item 39-813. 

Description 
Impulse radar was used to try to determine ground and ice thickness. The area. 
studied contained frozen clayey. till . overlying frozen'· sands. Thickness of 
till·- could be determined with· some accuracy; however, thickness of ice could · 
J).ot. Reflections could have been caused by the change ·to massive ice or 

· .. inter.layered clay and ice. Further field wo.rk is necessary to come up ·with 
·conclusive results. 

Avaital;>ili ty 
·. CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 59-3 

Keywords 
·Aerial survey:~ .Allagash~. Maine,. Electrical r~sl.s··tivity, Geophysics, S·tructural 
geology, Subsurface Investigations 

Technique 
Airborne VLF resistivity and m~gnetometer 

Au.thor ,I ' •• - ~ ' 

Interest Level 
3 

: t . ~ ' j 

Sellmann; P. V. ·, Arcone;;;:S ~A. , .: and ·.Delaney, ',A. W., 1976, Ai't:borne. resist.ivi ty 
and magnetometer survey in northern Maine for; obtaining· infoxmation o·n: bedrock 
geology. CRREL Report 76-37, 24 p. 

DeRcription , '·:,, , .. , 
:'. · Geophys·ical· s1tudies . w~r~. ,conducted during· S:eptember and·, October'. o,f i:l975 in 

, . ·' northern.:Maine. to locate rock types~· sui;table_; for. ·constr.ruction purposes for the 
proposed Dickey-Lincoln- School . Dam Project. Simultaneous.~·. ai:rborne magneto-

:.?. meter ~nd: VLF elect2icaL re~si~_tivity~- s:urveys were, performed ove:r ~n area of 
approx1mately 920 km surround1ng the confluence of the- St:. · John: ·and Allagash 
rivers. The resulting data were used to construct coritour maps of apparent. 
resistivity and of total magnetic intensity above the earth's 'background 
magnetic field. - During the sarrie time period, ground .and· mul tii-elevation 
surveys were performed over. a special test · sector of known geology. The 
ground and airborne study in the test sector aided in interpretation of the 
data by revealing a strong correlation between igneous geology, resistivity, 
and magnetic intensity. Lack of a similar correlation between resistivity and 
magnetic data in: the remainder of the survey area suggested an absence of 
additional areas of igneous rocks. The multi-elevation survey of the test 
area indicated that· changes in flight altitude, necessitated by the topo
graphic relief encountered, would not seriously affect the regional resis
tivity patterns. Although there was no strong evidence of igneous rocks· 
outside the test sector, suitable rock types may exist within the Dss geologic 
unit (cyclically bedded gray slate and sandstone) in the central part of the 
maiil survey area,. where most of the high resistivity contours o~cuf. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH; U.S. ·Geological Survey, Arlington, VA 22202. 
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REFERENCE 60-2 

Keywords 
Permafrost, LF radiohm_, Magnetic induction 

Technique 
Electrical resistivity, Radiohm, Magnetic inductive 

• Author 

Interest Level 
2 

. ~ ··:. ". .:~ ':5-

Sellman, P.V., Arcone, S.A., and Delaney, A., 1977, Preliminary evaluatibn' of 
new LF radiowave and magnetic induction resistivity units over permafrost 
terrain: in Proceedings of a Symposium on Permafrost Geophysics,·. Scott~ W. J. , 
and Brown,-R.J.E .. (eds.), National Research Council of ·canada,· Ottawa, p. 
39-42. 

Description 
The results obtained in this preliminary evaluation indicate that both of 
these tools have potential applications in permafrost environments·. They 
appear· sui ted for obtaining data on permafr-ost distribution and general char
acterization of ground conditions at sh(lllow depth·, in some geological set
tings. 

Availability 
~atiorial Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

REFERENCE 61-2 

Keywords ·· 
Arctic' Coastal Plain, Alaska, Ice, Images,· Lakes, Permafrost, Satellites 

· - <artifi2ial), Thaw lakes. 

Technique Interest Level' 
ERTS-1, Aerial photography . 2 _; :, 

'Author 
Sellmarin~ P.V:, Brown, J~, Lewellen, R.I., McKim, H., and Merry, C., 1975, The 
classification and geomorphic implications of thaw lakes on the arctic· coastal 

·. pl~in·.; Alaska·,· CRREL Research Report- 344, 24 p. 
.. . ·,,·.·: 

-~ \ • • 1 

·· -n~scription·: 
•'The lakes·· .of . the. Arctic Coastal Plain of northern Alaska were classified, 
based on size, shape, orientation and distribution, into six lake units and 
three nonlake units. Regional slope and relief were demonst~ated to ~ontrol 
lake size, the largest lakes occurring on the flattest, northernmost segment;. 
of the Coastal Plain. Using ERTS-1 sequential imagery and existing photo
graphy and data, lakes were grouped according to three depth ranges, <1 m, 
1-2 m and >2 m. Deepest lakes have the longest period of summer ice cover. 
Ice on shallow lakes melts the earliest. Maximum depths of lakes were com
puted based on ice volume content of the perennially frozen ground (perma-. 
frost) and these agreed with observed values and rang-es. The lake classifi
cation and regional ERTS-1 coverage also appear to provide additional infor
mation on the limits of the late-Pleistocene transgressions on the ·Coastal 
Plain. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH. 
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REFERENCE 62-3 :!:_,:. 

Keywords 
Aerial surveys, Allagash, Maine, .Electrical resistivity,- qeol9g~~a~. surveys, 
Soil surveys, Subsurface investigations · 

Technique Int:.~x~st Level 
3 VLF resistivity 

Author 
Sellmann, P.V., Delaney,_ A.J., and Hoekstra, P., 1975,. Radiowav'e resistivity 
measurements in northern· Maine for identifying bedrock type, CRREL Special 
_Report 238, _ 15 -P. 

Description 

'.'1:: 

A preliminary ground resistivity survey using the VLF radiowave metJ:od was · 
conducted in northern Maine near the site .of the proposed Dickey-Lincoln dam 
and hydroelectric project. This survey was intended to establish if adequate 
resistivity contrasts exist between bedrock types in the _area. to warrant 
f"urther bedrock_ distribution studies by, airborne resistivity techniques. A 
more complete understanding of the.- geology of this area was considered neces
sary in an at'tempt to located rock types suitable for construction purposes 
near the proposed construction sites. Field observations were made. on all 
rock types commonly found_ in the area, including the doiJlinant gray slates and 
the _less common orthoquartzi tes and. granodiorites. The gr;anodiorites are 
considered most suitable for construction purposes. Results of the field 
study suggest that an airborne survey· could differentiate between the grano
diorites and the surrounding gray slates in areas of shallow overburden, 

_ although resjstivity. contrasts between the slates and the orthoquartzite were 
· probably not. great enough to 'differentiate between these rock types. More 

than 70% of the resistivity values fro~ the granodiorite sites exceeded 10,000 
ohm-m; ,_,in ,contrast, approximately 8% of the slate values and none ,Of ,t.he 
orthoquartzite values exceeded 10,000 ohm-m. .A, VLF .resistivity profile was 
also obtained along a segment of the southern s~ction of the proposed dam 
centerline. Resistivity ·values correlated well with subsurface informat;ion 
ob;tained . during earl,ier: , Cqrps of; Engineer-s drilling inves-tigations. Major 

.-. ; bre_a){s . in . J.he ~es}stivJty, qata. agreed with varJations in. ground _conditions 
such as increases in till thickness over 'hedrock and the ,occurrence of silt 
and clay in the valley of the Saint John Ri~~r. Resistivities ranged £rom 100 
to 9000 ohm-m along the line. The lowest values were associated with the 
.s},;tts and ci<;J.ys_ and the highest;. with- are.as where bedrock is near the surface. 

t ;"';i _. :> ' 

(f:.ya,~-~~b,ili-~y,. 
; CRR~L.-~, .l~an9ver, NH 03755. 

. i '{ .. 
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REFERENCE 63-1 

Keywords 
: · Ice, Images:,. Lakes; Side~looking radac, Thickness 

Technique 
Side-looking airborne radar 

·.tf\'; 

Interest Level 
1 

• Author 
Sellmann, P., Weeks, W.F., and Campbell, W.J., 1975, Use of side~~opk,ing 
airborne radar .t·o determine· lake: depth o~ .. the Al.:lskan !lO:t:"th slope: CRREL 

• Spetial Report 230~ 10 p. 

Description 
Side;... looking airborne radar (SLAR) imagery obtained in April-May 1974.- fl;'o,m the 
·North Sl.ope . of .. Alaska between.- Barrow .and Harrison :Say~, i;ndicates ttw.t. tundra 
lakes can' be·. separated into ·two classes. bas.ed on the stre~gth of the radar 
:returns. Correlations between the areal. patt.e.rns of the returns, ,. .limited 

·.ground observ~tions on lake depth~, and iqformation obtained~rom ERTS imagery 
.strongly suggest that freshwater lakes giving weak return~, are t'rozen com
pletely :to -the bottom while lakes giving. strong.: .returns are ·pot .. ·Brackish 

_;, · lakes, also. give. weak -returns even· when ,they. ~re not completely. froze.n. This 
is presumably the resillt ·Of the brine present in the lo,w~.r. por.1;:.ion ,of-. the ice 
cover limiting the penetration of the X-band radiation into th~ ice.~ Although 
the physical caqse of the diff~rences in radar backscatter has not been iden~ 
:tified ,- s_everal., possibilities are· discussed. The .. ability. to rap-idly and 
easily ·sepa.rat·e" the tundra lakes into.: these!' two· classes . via~ .$J.AR ~hould be 
useful in a. wide· variety of different problems. . 

·Availability· _ . 
CRREL, Hanove.;r;, :NH;·U.S .. Geo,logical Survey, Arlington, VA222Q2 ... 

. r I . 

. ·.·. 

~/ .! ; ~ .:. _(· . . :...:. :. 
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REFERENCE 64-1 

Keywords 
Permafrost mapping, Permafrost' delineation,, Dielectric propet;ties ,.. Electro
magnetic survey 

Technique :~Interest Level 
1 Electromagnetic dipole 

Author 
Sinha, A.K.; J.976, Determination of ground constants of permafrost terrains by 
an electromagnetic method: Canadiah Journal of Earth Bcience, March, Vol. 13. 
CRREL Bibliography Item 30-3419. 

· Descr'ipt:lo'n 
· ' The''· generalized solution of the scattering of electromagnetic· f,ields by an 

n-layer·' ea'tth in the·· presence of ·oscillating magnetic dipoles carrying har-
1'·.· 'monic currents has been obtained. The solutions are valid for all frequency 

range's and . for arbitrary parameters of the n-layer, earth. The results have 
'been expressed in six infinite integrals, four of which depend on the trans-
:ver;se ( ele·ttrit~ modes and the rest on the transverse magnetic modes. These 

<' Ld'f · 5()1utiohs have· been used to obtain the generalized express·ions for the mutual 
:;·; · . 'cchipling ratios 'for 5-coil systems most often used in the geophysical indus-
i1 '~i'''.i .; < !t-ry. < < ' 

i\ r 

Using tlie solutions,; a study has been made on the relative·performance of the 
five .·coil systems for mapping permafrost terrains by· multifrequency tech
niques, assuming the earth- to be a homogeneous l'ossy dielectric, which may be 
a valid model in winter.· It has been observed that the responses in all five 
coil systems are quite similar, b.ut the magnitude . of the respon·se is. largest 
in the horizontal 'coplanar system. A graphical technique of obtaining the 
resistivity and dielectric constant of the ground from the mutual coupling 
ratios has also been described. The results would be useful for designing 
portable multifrequency E.M. dipole systems for the detection and delineation 
of permafrost at high latitudes. The inclined, pa-rallel, null-coupled system 
comes next in , order of preference for the mapping of permafrost terrain, 
followed by the vertical coplanar and the pe-rpendicular systems. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 65-2 

Keywords 
EM sounding, Permaftost~ Resistivity 

Technique 
EM sounding 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Sinha, A.K., Electromagnetic sounding in permafrost regions: Geological 
Survey of Canida, Paper 74-1, Part B. 

Description 
A study was initiated to consider the applicability of using the mutual coup
ling r~tios of loops energized by harmonic currents for'the determination of 
the ele~trical parameters of the ground in the permafr6st zones. _Tbe purpose 

.. qt ,. th~ ·study was to compare the response in ali 5 coil systems.· and decide 
which'6ne would serve the purpose of determlning the elec~ri~al ~ch~racteris

. ticS of the permafrost zone. The other purpose was to find a way~p~'determin
ing electrical constants from the mutual coupling raf{os measure_q: _at: several 

. Jrequencies. Keeping one coil horizontal and the· other ver.tical a·t specified 
d_is'tarices and frequencies provided apparent resistivity arid apparel}t dielec
tric constant of the medium for a . layered medium and true res isti vi ty . and 
<;ht=iettric constant for a homogeneous medium at 1 MHz. Resolution :deterio
ra.~es as high resistivity values are encountered . 

: Av~il'ai>:i'li ty 
Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

REFERENCE 66~ 1 

Keywords 
Remote sensing, Echo sounding, Electrical properties of ice and water 

Technique 
Radio-echo sounding 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Smith, B.M. Ewen, 1971, Radio. echo sounding: Absorption and scattering by 
water inclusion and ice lenses: Journal of Glaciology, Vol. II, p. 7~-79. 

Description. 
The absorption of radio waves propagating through naturally occurring waters 
varies greatly with the electrical conductivity. Glacier melt water is very 
transparent and the attenuation by melt water layers is due to reflection of 
power, whereas, the attenuation of sea water layers is due to absorption. The· 
attenuation of soaked firn is usually prohibitive if the liquid is brine but 
it should not be a serious obstacle to radio echo strength if the liquid is 
rain water or melt water. However, the magnitude of the scattered power can 
become greater than that from continuous bedrock reflectors if the size of the 
irregularities on the medium is large approaching the radio wavelength in ice. 
Echo power formulae show that ice lenses may have the most serious effects and 
that low radio frequencies may be necessary to combat this. 

Availability 
Journal of Glaciology; Cambridge, England 
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REFERENCE 67-2 

.Keywords 
Seismic reflection, Permafrost, Seismic refraction 

Technique 
Seismic reflection arid refraction 

Author 

Interest.Level 
2 

Smith, G.W. and Rempel, G., 1974, Review of problems·<?£ exploration·~eophysics 
in permafrost: CRREL Bibliography Item 30-811 . 

Description 
Seismic reflection is a_ popular 'method for' prospecting in the oil and gas 
industry. · Seismic refraction is used in specialized· cases· to locate the top 
surface of permafrost when 'it ·lies beneath a. water body. Permafrost is of 
concern· to' geophysl.cists ·'when· it distorts the picture of what lies beneath in 
mor~ pro~pective geologic horizons. Seismic velocities dramatically increase 
in saturated soils fro~ the thawed t~ the frozen state.· A significant gradual 
increa~e ·in velocity is apparent as temperature is lowered. This is due to 

----t J.. 'the amount of unfrozen water contained in the transition zone from thawed to 
frozen state. A' significant gradual ·increase· in. velocity is apparent as 
temperature·is lowered. This is due to the amount of unfrozen water contained 
in ···the transit{on zone from thawed to frozen states. Permafrost character-_ 
istics are highly variable in extent due to proximity to heat sources such as 
water bodies. Distribution of permafrost and its velocities can be used to 
detect anomali~s and their associat~d effects on engineering. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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REFERENCE 68-1 

Keywords 
Resistivity contrasts, Pollution, Groundwater 

Technique Interest Level 
1 Resistivity survey 

Author 
Stollar, R.L., and Roux, P., 1974, Earth resistivity surveys- A method for 
defining ground-water cqntamination: 26th Annual National Water Well Assoc. 
Convention, Deriver, Col. p. 145-150. 

Description 

.. ···r--·. 

An important part of every investigation of groundwater pollution is to lo~.ate 
. ,and define the extent of the contaminated body of groundwater. The usual 

method for accomplishing this is to install and sample numerous test wells, ~ 
. costly and time-consuming procedure. A much faster and less cos~ly .method, 
which has proven to give accurate results, is. the earth resistivity survey. 
Because.earth resistivity is. inversely proportional to groundwater conductiv
ity, the location of groundwater that has been contaminated by a relatively 
high concentration of conductive industrial wastes, £or example, may be quitk
ly and accurately traced. 

In order for the resistivity method to give useful results, resistivity con
trasts must exist in the subsurface. For example, if the contaminant does"not 
have a significantly greater conductivity than the natural groundwater, or if 
the groundwater is naturally highly conductive itself, a large enough resis
tivity contrast may not exist, and the method may not work. In addition, if 
depth to water is too great, the thickness of the unsaturated sediments can 
mask any contrasts between contaminated and natural groundwater. The geologic 
environme~t must be relatively uniform. so that the resistivity values and 
profiles can be compared with one another. At most industrial plant sites and 
landfills, these conditions are met.· That is, the area of investigation is 
usually limited to a few hundred acres, where the geology and depth to, water 

, ,,, teridJ:o be uniform. 

Four case histories of. industrial and landfill sites are discussed in -this 
paper. In three of the cases, the results of the earth resistivity studies, 
which were. verified by installing test wells in and. aroun~ the ar,ea b~-~ng 
investigated, proved to be remarkably accurate. In. the four"t:h · study, the 
conditions mentioned were not met, and the survey was unsucc~ssful. 

, Availability 
· .. .- Groundwater, Vol. 1-3, N.2 
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REFERENCE 69-2 

Keywords 
Ice thickness, Microwave ·radiomete~ 

Technique 
Microwave radiometer 

Author 

Interest Level 
2 

···:.:.( 

Tiuri, M. ,··Laaperi·, A., and Jokela, K., 1975, Passive radiowave sensing of the 
thickness and other· characteristics of sea ice: in Proceedings· oJ the Inter
national Symposium on Remote Sensing of · Environlnents, Ann .Arbor, Mich., p. 
633-636. 

Description 
Du~ing the spring 6f 1975, an extensive e~perimerit to-determine the character
istics, of sea ice in the Baltic Sea by p·assive and active remote sensing 
methods· was performed. The preliminary re.sul ts of illiF and microwave radio
meter measurements indicate that· 600 MHz and 5 GHz radiometers can he used to 
· deterlfiine the· ice thickness in the cas·e of relatively low sal~nity ice. 

Availability : 
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Center for Remote Sensing Infor
mation and Analysis 

-' ~REFERENCE 7 0 -'2 . 

:?.Neywords 
Holographic survey, Satellite, Permafrost 

·, ) ' 

Technique 
Mtiltispectral imagery, :Thermal scanners, Hdlog~ 
raphic ice surveying system 

·:·Author 

Interest Level 
2 

Tarnocal, C., and Thie, J. 1974, Application of remote sensing to permafrost 
studies: National Research Council Canada, Technical Memo 113, p.43-47. 
CRREL Bibliography Item 30..;808 .: 

~Description 

Se~eral techniques wer~ used tb determifie :the··~res~nce and extent of perm~~ 
frost iri Northern Manitoba. Each ·technique had certain v-alue and also was 
subject to its own limitations. None of the techniques were used to determine 
depth t0 permafrost or thickness of frozen ground. The authors indicate that 
it . is possible to estimate the ice content by applying ·knowledge concerning . 
the landform, soil, and vegetation. 

Availability 
CRREL, Hanover, NH 
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.REFERENCE 71-3 

Keywords 
Remote ~eri~ing, Road-icing, Ice detection 

Technique 
Surface Condition Analyzer (SCAN) 

Author 

Iriteiest Level · . 
3 

, Report on a field test of surface condition analyzer: U.S.· 
----------, 
Forest Service, Rocky Mt. Forest and Ranger Experiment. Sta., Fort. Collins, 
Colorado. CRREL Bibiiography Item 30-799. 

0 . . . 

· · Desciption 
Th~ surface· condition analyzer provides infor~ation about surface conditions 
'pertaining to temperature and moisture. · By setting the threshold of precipi
tation to an adequate sensitivity for expected conditions; proper readings of 
"wet," "dry,"· and "ice" will register reflecting surface condi tiop,s. A sensor 

.:., is· pLiced flush with the surface and will mirror conditions at that spot. 
Sever~l "sensors ·would be needed to give an accurate picture of surface condi-
tions covering a wide area. 

\ 

··,; AV"ail'abili ty 

' I 
'~ . . '· 

t 

CRREL, Hanover, NH. · 

. . ·. ~ . ' 

;· 

:-: • ... . :'_ l . • •• : ~. 

. . ~ . 

.... ·; .• ;·. . ~ : . 
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REFERENCE 72-3 

Keywords 
Landforms, Subsurface geology, Permafrost, Groundwater 

Technique 
Subsurface drilling 

Author 

Interest Level 
3: 

Williams, J .R., 1970, Groundwater in the permafrost. regions of Alaska: U.S; 
Geological- Survey, Prof. Paper 696, 83 p. 

Description 
Although groundwater in permafrost regions in Alaska occurs according.to the 
same geologic and hydrologic principles -prevailing in temperate· regions, 
subfreezing temperatures result in profound modification of groundwater flow 
systems. Frozen ground in many ·a.reas eliminates: shallow aquifers and requires 
that wells be drilled deeper- than·in similar geologic environments having no 
permafrost'. Groundwater occurs above, below and locally. within, permafr<?st .. 
In the continuous-permafrost zohe, the most economically developed sources of 
water are in unfrozen alluvium beneath large lakes and rivers. In the discon-:
tinuous-permafrost-zone, groundwater is produced locally from shallow aquifers 
above permafrost of offshore bars and spits because water within or below the 
frozen beach deposits is saline. Elsewhere, potential contami~ation of shal
low aquifers makes desi.rable a source of water beneath the frozen layer. In 
major valleys and in many smaller upland and mountain valleys, groundwater is 
available in alluvium beneath permafrost or in unfrozen alluvium beneath or 
adjacent to riverb~ds. The frozen layer is generally thicker and areally more 
extensive beneath terraces than beneath floodplains. Limited data suggest 
that the base of the frozen layer is commonly above the water table beneath 
the apexes of alluvial and outwash fans in major valleys. In coastal plains 
and in lowlands underlain by glacial and glaciolacustrine deposits, the com
plex stratigraphy is paramount in controlling the movement and storage of 
groundwater. In some areas, however, water move~ent is controlled by imperme
able permafrost boundaries; and where t.he frozen ground extends into bedrock, 
the unconsolidated deposits are unproductive. · 

Groundwater is obtained from unfrozen bedrock above or beneath permafrost in 
mountains and uplands and, locally, in some valleys where the unconsolidated 
deposits are frozen or are too fine grained to yield water. 

Availability 
U.S. Geological Survey, Arlington, VA 22202 
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REFERENCE 73-3 

Keywords 
Groundwat~r, W~t~~ resources, Perm~frost, Icings 

Technique 
Soil-moisture cells, Piezometers, Observation wells 

Inter'est Lev~l 
3 

Author 
Williams, J.R., and van 
permafrost regions of 
Alnerican Contribution, 
and Hobson, G.D. (eds.), 

.. Description · 

Everdinger, R.O., 1973, Groundwater investigations ·in 
North America: ·A review: in Permafrost: North 

Second International Conference-,- Ferrians, 0. J. Jr ~ , 
Nat'l. Acad. Sc{., Wash. D.C. p. 435-446. 

This review article discusses the control that permafrost exerts over ·the 
movement of ·groundwater. This includes the availability of groundwater in 
alluvial deposits arid bedrock as well as major fresh water springs and thermal 
springs. Icings, pingos, and artesian pressures are discussed. 

I 

The role of permafrost in directly imparting a particular type of mineraliza
tion to .groundwater is probably minor. Shallow groundwater in the permafrost 
regions is generally of the calcium or calcium magnesium bicarbonate type. Iil 
alluvium of interior valleys high concentrations of iron. and manganese, high 
organic content with resulting color and odor as well as excess hardness, are 
the main objectionable qualities of the water, most of which is otherwise 
sui table for most domestic and industrial uses. The deep groundwater below 
~ermafrost is usually of a ielatively constant quality. 

The boundaries of the temperature defined permafrost do not coincide with 
those of ·frozen ground. Soil-moisture cells containing thermistors have··;been 
sucessfully used to monitor development of the· frozen ground and 'dissipation 
of freezing ground. 

If free groundwater is present in permafrost or in seasona'lly o freezing or 
thawing layers ·above and below permafrost, measurement of: pressureS·' in the 
liquid phase ca·n detect transient: hydraulic gr'adie.nts that 1govet:n: <movement of 
free grou~dwate~. Observation ~ells and piezometers can be use~ An alterna
tive method to measure pressures uses electrical, hydraulic, or .pn~umat'ic 
preSS.U.'re. transducerS. . . \ ... c~: ; ·: . ,! : ;F; o ·:·.~~ \ ,._< (H·'· !:1 '.:1 L 'f.· 

,~,·Availability '' c ;; ; 
!; ·~·, ··.National Academy of. Sciences,. Washington D .. C ~ :· ', . : . ·~:.;··) . : ·; 

·:.I. 
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REFERENCE 74-l 

Keywords 
Groundwater determination, ~ydrogeology,;A4uif~r locati6n,'Gr~vit~ ~riom~lies 

Technique 
Gravimeter 

Xnterest Level 
1 

Author • 
Zohdy, A.A.R.; Eaton, G.P.; ~na·Mabey, D.R., 1974, Application of surface geo
physics to groundwater investigations:· Technique·s or·water~resources· Investi-
gations of the U ~ S. G. S., Bopk 2, Chpt. Dl. - ., 

Description 
The gravity method of determining subsur'face geology and . hydrogeology : is 

'explained in theory and practice. Density' contrast b'etween layers ·bf strata 
is the basis of gravity determination. The gravity method may be ~applied to 
determination of aquifer thickness and geometry as well as total:density and 
porosity of a rock mass. . 

Availability 
·u.s~ Gov't. Printing Office, Wash. D.C. 20402, Stock Number2401-02.543 

REFERENCE 75-1 

KE!'Ywords 
~-·· Seisml.c reflection, Seismic refraction, Hydrogeologic mapping; Groundwater 

determination 

.Technique Interest. Level 
.. 1 · Sei~mit ref~~ction and refraction 

Author 
: Z.o.hdy:, A.A.:R. ;· Eaton, G.P.; and Mabey., D..R.; 1974, Applica-tion of surface geo

~··· .: ·, physiq:;. to groundwat,er investigations:. Techniques of .Water-resources Investi-
J··', _gf}tions: o.f ·the U.S. G. S. ·, Book 2, Chpt. D1 . 
...... ~: 

I}e$.J}.r~.i p t.i on 
The method of seism{c reflection and refraction are described in· theory. and in 
practice. They are compared and contrasted as to their use on a horizon
tally-layered isotropic model. Whereas the reflection method is more ocornmonly 
used in petroleum exploration, the refraction-method is only accuratewhere a 
stratum. of higher seismic velocity lies below a stratum of lower velocity. 
This is re~so~ably expected in areas of thick glacial or alluvial fill. Areas 
with steeply dipping. boundaries are best delineated using the refraction 
method as well. The report sUmmarizes seismic refraction methods effects and 
applications in hydrogeology. 

Availability 
U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, Wash. D.C. 20302, Stock Number 2401-02543 
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REFERENCE 76-1 

Keywords 
Re~istivity survey, Groundwater detection, Electromagnetic survey, Magnetotel
luric survey, Hydrology 

Technique 
Electrical methods 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Zohdy, A.A.R.; Eaton, G.P.; and Mabey, D.R.; 1974, Application of surface geo
physics to groundwater investigations: Techniques of Water-resources Investi
gations of the U.S.G.S~, Book 2, Chpt. Dl. 

Description 
Several electrica~ methods for determining subsurface geologic and hydrogeo
logic properties are explained in this section of the book. Five methods are 

·outlined and their applications described. These methods are telluric cur
rent, magneto-telluric, direct-current resistivity, induced polarization, and 
electromagnetic surveys. Resistivity surveys appear to be the most pro~ising 
in the area of groundwater studies. The report dwells briefly on its applica
tion in mapping buried strea~ channels, fresh - salt water interfaces, water 
table and clay layers. Gravity, magnetic and seismic methods cannot supply 
accurate information in some of these areas and. may cause erroneous depth 
estimates. 

Availability 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov' t. Printing Office, Wash. D.C. 20402, 
Stock Number 2401-0253 

REFERENCE 77-1 

Keywords 
Hydrology, Magnetic surveys, Groundwater determination 

Technique 
Magnetic surveys 

Author 

Interest Level 
1 

Zohdy, A.A.R.; Eaton, G.P.; and Mabey, D.R., 1974, Application of surface geo
physics to groundwater investigations: Techniques of Water-resources lnvesti
gations of the U.S.G.S., Book 2, Chpt. Dl. 

Description 
Magnetic surveys may be very simple or very complex depending upon the size of 
the anomaly. Anomalies of large amplitude may be defined with simple instru
ment and procedures whereas small amplitude anomalies require more complex 
methods. The two major applications of magnetic surveys to groundwater 
studies have been the study of magnetic aquifers, mainly basalt, and determi
nation of basement-rock configuration underlying water-bearing· sediments. 
Study of magnetic aquifers involves the identification of rock type and, in 
some cases, determination of geometry and magnetic propertie·s. The study of 
basement-rock configuration involves determining depths to the basement s~r

face at several points which may also include determining relief on the base-
-ment surface, such as displacement across a fault. Several examples of mag
netic surveys are summarized. 

Availability 
U.S. Gov' t. Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20302, Stock Number: 2401-02543 
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